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EDITOR'S FOREWORD

The following analysis of the “phenomenology of internal time-consciousness” falls into two sections. The first includes the last part of a four-hour lecture course held during the winter semester in Göttingen, 1904–1905. The course was entitled: “Important Points Concerning Phenomenology and Theory of Knowledge.” While the second volume of Logische Untersuchungen (1901) had as a theme the interpretation of the “higher” act of cognition, these lectures were to investigate “the most deeply underlying intellective acts: perception, phantasy [Phantasie], figurative consciousness, memory, and the intuition of time.” The second section is derived from supplements to the course and from later studies (to 1910).

Continuing studies of time-consciousness in connection with the problem of individuation, especially those undertaken since 1917, are reserved for a later publication.

The pervading theme of the present study is the temporal constitution of a pure datum of sensation and the self-constitution of “phenomenological time” which underlies such a constitution. The exposition of the intentional character of time-consciousness and the developing fundamental elucidation of intentionality in general is basic to this study. This alone, apart from the particular content of individual analyses, makes the following study an indispensable supplement to the basic clarification of intentionality first taken up in Logische Untersuchungen. Even today, this term “intentionality” is no all-explanatory word but one which designates a central problem.
It is apparent that, apart from refinements not affecting the style, the text retains the lively character of the lectures themselves. The repetitions of important analyses, always varying to be sure, are deliberately retained in the interest of a concrete check of the understanding of the reader.

In some instances, the chapter and paragraph divisions were inserted in the stenographic transcription by FrL Dr. Stein to conform in part to the marginal notes of the author.

**Martin Heidegger**

*Marburg a.d.L., April 1928*

---

The Phenomenology of Internal Time-Consciousness
PART ONE

THE LECTURES ON INTERNAL TIME-CONSCIOUSNESS FROM THE YEAR 1905

Introduction

The analysis of time-consciousness is an age-old crux of descriptive psychology and theory of knowledge. The first thinker to be deeply sensitive to the immense difficulties to be found here was Augustine, who labored almost to despair over this problem. Chapters 13–18 of Book XI of the Confessions must even today be thoroughly studied by everyone concerned with the problem of time. For no one in this knowledge-proud modern generation has made more masterful or significant progress in these matters than this great thinker who struggled so earnestly with the problem. One may still say with Augustine: *si nemo a me quaerat, scio, si quaerenti explicare velit, nescio.*

Naturally, we all know what time is; it is that which is most familiar. However, as soon as we make the attempt to account for time-consciousness, to put Objective time and

1. Following the practice of Dorion Cairns, the translator of Husserl's Cartesianische Meditationen (Martinus Nijhoff, The Hague, 1960), to differentiate the terms *Objekt* and *Gegenstand*, both of which are used by Husserl, I have chosen to translate the word *Objekt*
subjective time-consciousness into the right relation and thus gain an understanding of how temporal Objectivity—therefore, individual Objectivity in general—can be constituted in subjective time-consciousness—indeed, as soon as we even make the attempt to undertake an analysis of pure subjective time-consciousness—the phenomenological content of lived experiences of time [Zeiterlebnisse]—we are involved in the most extraordinary difficulties, contradictions, and entanglements.

An exposition of Brentano's analysis of time, which, unfortunately, he never published, but imparted only through lectures, can serve as a point of departure for our study. This analysis was presented very briefly by Marty in his paper on the development of the sense of color which appeared in the late seventies. Stumpf also made a brief reference in his Tonpsychologie.


A few general observations must still be made beforehand. Our aim is a phenomenological analysis of time-consciousness. Involved in this, as in any other such analysis, is the complete exclusion of every assumption, stipulation, or conviction concerning Objective time (of all transcendental presuppositions concerning existents). From an Objective point of view every lived experience, like every real being [Sein] and moment of being, may have its place in the one unique Objective time—consequently, also the lived experience of the perception and representation [Vorstellung] of time itself. It may be of interest to some to determine the Objective time of a lived experience by that of one which is time-constituting.

by Object and Gegenstand by object. The same applies, mutatis mutandis, in the case of words derived from Object and Gegenstand. If the English word object or any word derived from it stands first in a sentence, the German word is given in brackets. J.s.c.

It may further be an interesting study to establish how time which is posited in a time-consciousness as Objective is related to real Objective time, whether the evaluations of temporal intervals conform to Objective, real temporal intervals or how they deviate from them. But these are not tasks for phenomenology. Just as a real thing or the real world is not a phenomenological datum, so also world-time, real time, the time of nature in the sense of natural science including psychology as the natural science of the psychical, is not such a datum.

When we speak of the analysis of time-consciousness, of the temporal character of objects of perception, memory, and expectation, it may seem, to be sure, as if we assume the Objective flow of time, and then really study only the subjective conditions of the possibility of an intuition of time and a true knowledge of time. What we accept, however, is not the existence of a world-time, the existence of a concrete duration, and the like, but time and duration appearing as such. These, however, are absolute data which it would be senseless to call into question. To be sure, we also assume an existing time; this, however, is not the time of the world of experience but the immanent time of the flow of consciousness. The evidence that consciousness of a tonal process, a melody, exhibits a succession even as I hear it is such as to make every doubt or denial appear senseless.

What is meant by the exclusion of Objective time will perhaps become still clearer if we draw a parallel with space, since space and time exhibit so many noted and significant analogies. Consciousness of space belongs in the sphere of phenomenological givens, i.e., the consciousness of space is the lived experience in which "intuition of space" as perception and phantasy takes place. When we open our eyes, we see into Objective space—this means (as reflective observation reveals) that we have a visual content of sensation which establishes an intuition of space, an appearance of things situ-
ated in such and such a way. If we abstract all transcendental interpretation and reduce perceptual appearance to the primary given content, the latter yields the continuum of the field of vision, which is something quasi-spatial but not, as it were, space or a plane surface in space. Roughly described, this continuum is a twofold, continuous multiplicity. We discover relations such as juxtaposition, superimposition, interpenetration, unbroken lines which fully enclose a portion of the field, and so on. But these are not Objective-spatial relations. It makes no sense at all, for example, to say that a point of the visual field is one meter away from the corner of this table here or is beside or above it, etc. It makes just as little sense, naturally, to assert that the appearance of a thing has a position in space and various other spatial relations. The appearance of a house is not beside or over the house, one meter from it, etc.

We can now draw similar conclusions with regard to time. The phenomenological data are the apprehensions of time, the lived experiences in which the temporal in the Objective sense appears. Again, phenomenologically given are the moments of lived experience which specifically establish apprehensions of time as such, and, therefore, establish, if the occasion should arise, the specific temporal content (that which conventional nativism calls the primordially temporal). But nothing of this is Objective time. One cannot discover the least trace of Objective time through phenomenological analysis. The “primordial temporal field” is by no means a part of Objective time; the lived and experienced [erlebt] now, taken in itself, is not a point of Objective time, and so on. Objective [Objektiver] space, Objective time, and with them the Objective world of real things and events—these are all transcendencies [Transzendenzen]. In truth, space and reality are not transcendent in a mystical sense. They are not “things in themselves” but just phenomenal space, phenomenal spatio-temporal reality, the appearing spatial form, the appearing temporal form. None of these are lived experiences. And the nexuses of order which are to be found in lived experiences as true immanences are not to be encountered in the empirical Objective order. They do not fit into this order.

A study of the data of place [Lokaldaten] (that nativism accepts from a psychological standpoint) which form the immanent order of the “field of visual sensation,” and of this field itself, also belongs in a completely worked out phenomenology of space. These data are to appearing regions [Orten] as the data of quality are to appearing Objective qualities. If one speaks in the one case of place-signs, he must in the other speak of quality-signs. Sensed red is a phenomenological datum which exhibits an Objective quality animated by a certain function of apprehension. This datum is not itself a quality. Not the sensed but the perceived red is a quality in the true sense, i.e., a characteristic of an appearing thing. Sensed red is red only in an equivocal sense, for red is the name of a real quality. If, with reference to certain phenomenological occurrences, one speaks of a “coincidence” of one with the other, he must still consider that it is through apprehension that sensed red first acquires the value of being a moment which exhibits a material quality. Viewed in itself, however, sensed red is not such a moment. One must also note that the “coincidence” of the exhibitive [Darstellenden] and that which is exhibited is by no means the coincidence of a consciousness of identity whose correlate is “one and the same.”

If we call a phenomenological datum “sensed” which through apprehension as corporeally given makes us aware of something Objective, which means, then, that it is Objectively perceived, in the same sense we must also distinguish between a “sensed” temporal datum and a perceived temporal datum. The latter signifies Objective time. The former, however, is

2. The term “sensed,” therefore, signifies a relational concept which in itself does not tell us whether in general what is sensed is material [sensuell], or indeed whether in general it is immanent in the sense of the material. In other words, it remains open whether the sensed is itself already constituted, and perhaps in a way quite other than the material. But this whole distinction is best left aside. Not every constitition has the schema: content of apprehension—apprehension.
not itself Objective time (or position in Objective time) but the phenomenological datum through whose empirical apperception the relation to Objective time is constituted. Temporal data—or, if you will, temporal signs—are not tempora themselves. Objective [Objektive] time belongs in the context of empirical objectivity. "Sensed" temporal data are not merely sensed; they are also charged with characters of apprehension, and to these again belong certain requirements and qualifications whose function on the basis of the sensed data is to measure appearing times and time-relations against one another and to bring this or that into an Objective order of one sort or another and seemingly to separate this or that into real orders. Finally, what is constituted here as valid, Objective being [Sein] is the one infinite Objective time in which all things and events—material things with their physical properties, minds with their mental states—have their definite temporal positions which can be measured by chronometers.

It may be—and concerning this we need not judge here—that these Objective determinations ultimately have their basis in the substantiation of distinctions and relations of temporal data or in immediate adequation to these temporal data themselves. But a sensed "at the same time" [Zugleich], for example, cannot forthwith be equated with Objective simultaneity, the sensed equality of phenomenological-temporal intervals with Objective equality of intervals of time, etc. And the sensed absolute temporal datum cannot forthwith be equated with Objective time as it is experienced. (This also holds for the absolute datum of the now.) Apprehension—specifically, the evident apprehension of a content just as it is experienced—does not yet mean the apprehension of an Objectivity in the empirical sense, i.e., of an Objective reality in the sense of which we speak of Objective things, events, relations, of Objective spatial and temporal situations, of Objectively real spatial and temporal forms, etc.

Let us look at a piece of chalk. We close and open our eyes. We have two perceptions, but we say of them that we see the same piece of chalk twice. We have, thereby, contents which are separated temporally. We also can see a phenomenological, temporal apartness [Auseinander], a separation, but there is no separation in the object. It is the same. In the object there is duration, in the phenomenon, change. Similarly, we can also subjectively sense a temporal sequence where Objectively a coexistence is to be established. The lived and experienced content is "Objectified," and the Object is now constituted from the material of this content in the mode of apprehension. The object, however, is not merely the sum or complexion of this "content," which does not enter into the object at all. The object is more than the content and other than it. Objectivity [Objektivität] belongs to "experience," that is, to the unity of experience, to the lawfully experienced context of nature. Phenomenologically speaking, Objectivity is not even constituted through "primary" content but through characters of apprehension and the regularities [Gesetzmäßigkeiten] which pertain to the essence of these characters. It is precisely the business of the phenomenology of cognition to grasp this fully and to make it completely intelligible.

§ 2. The Question of the "Origin of Time"

In conformity with these reflections, we also understand the difference between the phenomenological question (i.e., from the standpoint of theory of knowledge) and the psychological with regard to the origin of all concepts constitutive of experience, and so also with regard to the question of the origin of time. From the point of view of theory of knowledge, the question of the possibility of experience (which, at the same time, is the question of the essence of experience) necessitates a return to the phenomenological data of which all that is experienced consists phenomenologically. Since what is ex-
experienced is split owing to the antithesis of “authentic” and “unauthentic” [“eigentlich” und “uneigentlich”], and since authentic experience, i.e., the intuitive and ultimately adequate, provides the standard for the evaluation of experience, the phenomenology of “authentic” experience is especially required.

Accordingly, the question of the essence of time leads back to the question of the “origin” of time. The question of the origin is oriented toward the primitive forms of the consciousness of time in which the primitive differences of the temporal are constituted intuitively and authentically as the originary [originären] sources of all certainties relative to time. The question of the origin of time should not be confused with the question of its psychological origin—the controversial question between empiricism and nativism. With this last question we are asking about the primordial material of sensation out of which arises Objective intuition of space and time in the human individual and even in the species. We are indifferent to the question of the empirical genesis. What interests us are lived experiences as regards their objective sense and their descriptive content. Psychological apperception, which views lived experiences as psychical states of empirical persons, i.e., psycho-physical subjects, and uncovers relationships, be they purely psychical or psycho-physical, between them, and follows their development, formation, and transformation according to natural laws—this psychological apperception is something wholly other than the phenomenological. We do not classify lived experiences according to any particular form of reality. We are concerned with reality only insofar as it is intended, represented, intuited, or conceptually thought. With reference to the problem of time, this implies that we are interested in lived experiences of time. That these lived experiences themselves are temporally determined in an Objective sense, that they belong in the world of things and psychical subjects and have their place therein, their efficacy, their empirical origin and their being—that does not concern us, of that we know nothing. On the other hand, it does interest us that “Objective-temporal” data are intended in these lived experiences. Acts which belong to the domain of phenomenology can be described as follows: the acts in question intend this or that “Objective” moment; more precisely, these acts are concerned with the exhibition of a priori truths which belong to the moments constitutive of Objectivity. We try to clarify the a priori of time by investigating time-consciousness, by bringing its essential constitution to light and, possibly, by setting forth the content of apprehension and act-characters pertaining specifically to time, to which content and characters the a priori characters of time are essentially due. Naturally, I am referring here to self-evident laws such as the following: (1) that the fixed temporal order is that of an infinite, two-dimensional series; (2) that two different times can never be conjoint; (3) that their relation is a non-simultaneous one; (4) that there is transitivity, that to every time belongs an earlier and a later; etc.

So much for the general introduction.

Section One

Brentano’s Theory Concerning the Origin of Time

§ 3. The Primordial Associations

By coming to grips with Brentano’s theory of the origin of time, we shall now gain an approach to the problems we have raised. Brentano believed he had found the solution to the problem in the primordial associations, in the “genesis of the immediate presentations of memory [Gedächtnisvorstellungen] which, according to a law that admits no exceptions, are joined to particular presentations of perception without media-
ception, and in a more extensive part expectation. However, this seems to lead back to Brentano’s theory. At this point, therefore, we must initiate a more profound analysis.

§ 8. Immanent Temporal Objects [Zeitobjekte] and Their Modes of Appearance

We now exclude all transcendent apprehension and positing [Setzung] and take the sound purely as a hyletic datum. It begins and stops, and the whole unity of its duration, the unity of the whole process in which it begins and ends, “proceeds” to the end in the ever more distant past. In this sinking back, I still “hold” it fast, have it in a “retention,” and as long as the retention persists the sound has its own temporality. It is the same and its duration is the same. I can direct my attention to the mode of its being given. I am conscious of the sound and the duration which it fills in a continuity of “modes,” in a “continuous flux.” A point, a phase of this flux is termed “consciousness of sound beginning” and therein I am conscious of the first temporal point of the duration of the sound in the mode of the now. The sound is given; that is, I am conscious of it as now, and I am so conscious of it “as long as” I am conscious of any of its phases as now. But if any temporal phase (corresponding to a temporal point of the duration of the sound) is an actual now (with the exception of the beginning point), then I am conscious of a continuity of phases as “before,” and I am conscious of the whole interval of the temporal duration from the beginning-point to the now-point as an expired duration. I am not yet conscious, however, of the remaining interval of the duration. At the end-point, I am conscious of this point itself as a now-point and of the whole duration as expired (in other words, the end-point is the beginning point of a new interval of time which is no longer an interval of sound). “During” this whole flux of consciousness, I am conscious of one and the same sound as enduring, as enduring now. “Beforehand” (supposing it was not expected, for example) I was not conscious of it. “Afterward” I am “still” conscious of it “for a while” in “retention” as having been. It can be arrested and in a fixating regard [fixierenden Blick] be fixed and abiding. The whole interval of duration of the sound or “the” sound in its extension is something dead, so to speak, a no longer living production, a structure animated by no productive point of the now. This structure, however, is continually modified and sinks back into emptiness [Leere]. The modification of the entire interval then is an analogous one, essentially identical with that modification which, during the period of actuality, the expired portion of the duration undergoes in the passage of consciousness to ever new productions.

What we have described here is the manner in which the immanent-temporal Object “appears” in a continuous flux, i.e., how it is “given.” To describe this manner does not mean to describe the temporal duration itself, for it is the same sound with its duration that belongs to it, which, although not described, to be sure, is presupposed in the description. The same duration is present, actual, self-generating duration and then is past, “expired” duration, still known or produced in recollection “as if” it were new. The same sound which is heard now is, from the point of view of the flux of consciousness which follows it, past, its duration expired. To my consciousness, points of temporal duration recede, as points of a stationary object in space recede when I “go away from the object.” The object retains its place; even so does the sound retain its time. Its temporal point is unmoved, but the sound vanishes into the remoteness of consciousness; the distance from the generative now becomes ever greater. The sound itself is the same, but “in the way that” it appears, the sound is continually different.
§ 9. The Consciousness of the Appearances of Immanent Objects [Objekte]

On closer inspection, we are able to distinguish still other lines of thought with reference to the description: (1) We can make self-evident assertions concerning the immanent Object in itself, e.g., that it now endures, that a certain part of the duration has elapsed, that the duration of the sound apprehended in the now (naturally, with the content of the sound) constantly sinks back into the past and an ever new point of duration enters into the now or is now, that the expired duration recedes from the actual now-point (which is continually filled up in some way or other) and moves back into an ever more “distant” past, and so on. (2) We can also speak of the way in which we are “conscious of” all differences in the “appearing” of immanent sounds and their content of duration. We speak here with reference to the perception of the duration of the sound which extends into the actual now, and say that the sound, which endures, is perceived, and that of the interval of duration of the sound only the point of duration characterized as now is veritably perceived. Of the interval that has expired we say that we are conscious of it in retentions, specifically, that we are conscious of those parts or phases of the duration, not sharply to be differentiated, which lie closest to the actual now-point with diminishing clarity, while those parts lying further back in the past are wholly unclear; we are conscious of them only as empty [leer]. The same thing is true with regard to the running-off of the entire duration. Depending on its distance from the actual now, that part of the duration which lies closest still has perhaps a little clarity; the whole disappears in obscurity, in a void retentional consciousness, and finally disappears completely (if one may say so) as soon as retention ceases.  

7. It is tempting to draw a parallel between these modes of the consciousness and appearance of temporal Objects and the modes in which a spatial thing appears and is known with changing orientation, to pursue further the “temporal orientations” in which spatial things (which are also temporal Objects) appear. Yet, for the time being, we shall remain in the immanent sphere.

In the clear sphere we find, therefore, a greater distinction and dispersion (in fact, the more so, the closer the sphere to the actual now). The further we withdraw from the now, however, the greater the blending and drawing together. If in reflection we immerse ourselves in the unity of a structured process, we observe that an articulated part of the process “draws together” as it sinks into the past—a kind of temporal perspective (within the originary temporal appearance) analogous to spatial perspective. As the temporal Object moves into the past, it is drawn together on itself and thereby also becomes obscure.

We must now examine more closely what we find here and can describe as the phenomena of temporally constitutive consciousness, that consciousness in which temporal objects with their temporal determinations are constituted. We distinguish the enduring, immanent Object in its modal setting [das Objekt im Wie], the way in which we are conscious of it as actually present or as past. Every temporal being “appears” in one or another continually changing mode of running-off, and the “Object in the mode of running-off” is in this change always something other, even though we still say that the Object and every point of its time and this time itself are one and the same. The “Object in the mode of running-off” we cannot term a form of consciousness (any more than we can call a spatial phenomenon, a body in its appearance from one side or the other, from far or near, a form of consciousness). “Consciousness,” “lived experience,” refers to an Object by means of an appearance in which “the Object in its modal setting” subsists. Obviously, we must recognize talk of “intentionality” as ambiguous, depending on whether we have in mind the relation of the appearance to what appears or the relation of consciousness on the one hand to “what appears
in its modal setting” and on the other to what merely appears.

§ 10. The Continua of Running-off Phenomena
—The Diagram of Time

We should prefer to avoid talk of “appearance” when referring to phenomena which constitute temporal Objects, for these phenomena are themselves immanent Objects and are appearances in a wholly different sense. We speak here of “running-off phenomena” [Ablaufsphänomene], or better yet of “modes of temporal orientation,” and with reference to the immanent Objects themselves of their “running-off characters” (e.g., now, past). With regard to the running-off phenomenon, we know that it is a continuity of constant transformations which form an inseparable unit, not severable into parts which could be by themselves nor divisible into phases, points of the continuity, which could be by themselves. The parts which by a process of abstraction we can throw into relief can be only in the entire running-off. This is also true of the phases and points of the continuity of running-off. It is evident that we can also say of this continuity that in certain ways it is unalterable as to form. It is unthinkable that the continuity of phases would be such that it contained the same phase-mode twice or indeed contained it extended over an entire part-interval. Just as every temporal point (and every temporal interval) is, so to speak, different from every other “individual” point and cannot occur twice, so also no mode of running-off can occur twice. However, we shall carry our analysis still further here and hence must make our distinctions clear.

To begin with, we emphasize that modes of running-off of an immanent temporal Object have a beginning, that is to say, a source-point. This is the mode of running-off with which the immanent Object begins to be. It is characterized as now. In the continuous line of advance, we find something remarkable, namely, that every subsequent phase of running-off is itself a continuity, and one constantly expanding, a continuity of pasts. The continuity of the modes of running-off of the duration of the Object we contrast to the continuity of the modes of running-off of each point of the duration which obviously is enclosed in the continuity of

---

OE Series of now-points
OE’ Sinking-down [Herabsinken]
EE’ Continuum of phases (now-point with horizon of the past)
E→ Series of nows which possibly will be filled with other Objects

those first modes of running-off; therefore, the continuity of running-off of an enduring Object is a continuum whose phases are the continua of the modes of running-off of the different
temporal points of the duration of the Object. If we go along the concrete continuity, we advance in continuous modifications, and in this process the mode of running-off is constantly modified, i.e., along the continuity of running-off of the temporal points concerned. Since a new now is always presenting itself, each now is changed into a past, and thus the entire continuity of the running-off of the pasts of the preceding points moves uniformly "downward" into the depths of the past. In our figure the solid horizontal line illustrates the modes of running-off of the enduring Object. These modes extend from a point 0 on for a definite interval which has the last now as an end-point. Then the series of modes of running-off begins which no longer contains a now (of this duration). The duration is no longer actual but past and constantly sinks deeper into the past. The figure thus provides a complete picture of the double continuity of modes of running-off.

§ 11. Primal Impression and Retentional Modification

The "source-point" with which the "generation" of the enduring Object begins is a primal impression. This consciousness is engaged in continuous alteration. The actual [leibhabte] tonal now is constantly changed into something that has been; constantly, an ever fresh tonal now, which passes over into modification, peels off. However, when the tonal now, the primal impression, passes over into retention, this retention is itself again a now, an actual existent. While it itself is actual (but not an actual sound), it is the retention of a sound that has been. A ray of meaning [Strahl der Meinung] can be directed toward the now, toward the retention, but it can also be directed toward that of which we are conscious in retention, the past sound. Every actual now of consciousness, however, is subject to the law of modification. The now changes continuously from retention to retention. There results, there-

fore, a stable continuum which is such that every subsequent point is a retention for every earlier one. And every retention is already a continuum. The sound begins and steadily continues. The tonal now is changed into one that has been. Constantly flowing, the impressional consciousness passes over into an ever fresh retentional consciousness. Going along the flux or with it, we have a continuous series of retentions pertaining to the beginning point. Moreover, every earlier point of this series shades off [sich abschatten] again as a now in the sense of retention. Thus, in each of these retentions is included a continuity of retentional modifications, and this continuity is itself again a point of actuality which retentitionally shades off. This does not lead to a simple infinite regress because each retention is in itself a continuous modification which, so to speak, bears in itself the heritage [Erbe] of the past in the form of a series of shadings. It is not true that lengthwise along the flux each earlier retention is merely replaced by a new one, even though it is a continuous process. Each subsequent retention, rather, is not merely a continuous modification arising from the primal impression but a continuous modification of the same beginning point.

Up to this point, we have been chiefly concerned with the perception of the originary constitution of temporal Objects and have sought analytically to understand the consciousness of time given in them. However, the consciousness of temporality does not take place merely in this form. When a temporal Object has expired, when its actual duration is over, the consciousness of the Object, now past, by no means fades away, although it no longer functions as perceptual consciousness, or better, perhaps, as impressional consciousness. (As before, we have in mind immanent Objects, which are not really constituted in a "perception.") To the "impression," "primary remembrance" [primäre Erinnerung], or, as we say, retention, is joined. Basically, we have already analyzed this mode of consciousness in conjunction with the situation previously considered. For the continuity of phases joined to the
actual “now” is indeed nothing other than such a retention or a continuity of retentions. In the case of the perception of a temporal Object (it makes no difference to the present observation whether we take an immanent or transcendent Object), the perception always terminates in a now-apprehension, in a perception in the sense of a positing-as-now. During the perception of motion there takes place, moment by moment, a “comprehension-as-now;” constituted therein is the now actual phase of the motion itself. But this now-apprehension is, as it were, the nucleus of a comet’s tail of retentions referring to the earlier now-points of the motion. If perception no longer occurs, however, we no longer see motion, or—if it is a question of a melody—the melody is over and silence begins. Thus no new phase is joined to the last phase; rather, we have a mere phase of fresh memory, to this is again joined another such, and so on. There continually takes place, thereby, a shoving back into the past. The same complex continuously undergoes a modification until it disappears, for hand in hand with the modification goes a diminution which finally ends in imperceptibility. The originary temporal field is obviously circumscribed exactly like a perceptual one. Indeed, generally speaking, one might well venture the assertion that the temporal field always has the same extension. It is displaced, as it were, with regard to the perceived and freshly remembered motion and its Objective time in a manner similar to the way in which the visual field is displaced with regard to Objective space.  

§ 12. Retention as Proper Intentionality

We must still discuss in greater detail what sort of modification it is that we designate as retentional.

One speaks of the dying or fading away, etc., of the content of sensation when veritable perception passes over into retention. Now, according to the statements made hitherto, it is already clear that the retentional “content” is, in the primordial sense, no content at all. When a sound dies away, it is first sensed with particular fullness (intensity), and thereupon comes to an end in a sudden reduction of intensity. The sound is still there, is still sensed, but in mere reverberation. This real sensation of sound should be distinguished from the tonal moment in retention. The retentional sound is not actually present but “primarily remembered” precisely in the now. It is not really on hand in retentional consciousness. The tonal moment that belongs to this consciousness, however, cannot be another sound which is really on hand, not even a very weak one which is qualitatively similar (like an echo). A present sound can indeed remind us of a past sound, present it, symbolize it; this, however, already presupposes another representation of the past. The intuition of the past itself cannot be a symbolization [Verbildlichung]; it is an originary consciousness. Naturally, we cannot deny that echoes exist. But where we recognize and distinguish them we are soon able to establish that they do not belong to retention as such but to perception. The reverberation of a violin tone is a very weak violin tone and is completely different from the retention of loud sounds which have just been. The reverberation itself, as well as after-images in general, which remain behind after the stronger gives of sensation, has absolutely nothing to do with the nature of retention, to say nothing of the possibility that the reverberation must necessarily be ascribed to retention.

Truly, however, it pertains to the essence of the intuition of time that in every point of its duration (which, reflectively, we are able to make into an object) it is consciousness of what has at least, a form of consciousness is possible in which everything is retentionally retained.

With regard to the foregoing, cf. Appendix I, pp. 129ff.
just been and not mere consciousness of the now-point of the objective thing appearing as having duration. In this consciousness, we are aware of what has just been in the continuity pertaining to it and in every phase in a determinate “mode of appearance” differentiated as to “content” and “apprehension.” One notices the steam whistle just sounding; in every point there is an extension and in the extension there is the “appearance” which, in every phase of this extension, has its moment of quality and its moment of apprehension. On the other hand, the moment of quality is no real quality, no sound which really is now, i.e., which exists as now, provided that one can speak of the immanent content of sound. The real content of the now-consciousness includes sounds which, if the occasion should arise, are sensed; in which case, they are then necessarily to be characterized in Objectifying apprehension as perceived, as present, but in no wise as past. Retentional consciousness includes real consciousness of the past of sound, primary remembrance of sound, and is not to be resolved into sensed sound and apprehension as memory. Just as a phantasied sound is not a sound but the phantasy of a sound, or just as tonal sensation and tonal phantasy are fundamentally different and are not to be considered as possibly the same, except for a difference in interpretation, likewise primary, intuitive remembered sound is intrinsically something other than a perceived sound, and the primary remembrance of sound is something other than the sensation of sound.

§ 13. The Necessity for the Precedence of Impression over Every Retention—Self-evidence of Retention

Is there a law to the effect that primary remembrance is possible only if continuously joined to a preceding sensation or perception, that every retentional phase is thinkable only as a phase, i.e., is not to be expanded into an interval which would be identical in all phases? One might say without reservation that this is absolutely evident. An empirical psychologist, accustomed to treating everything psychical as a mere succession of events, would of course deny this. Such a person would say: Why should not an origiative [anstangendes] consciousness be thinkable, one which begins with a fresh remembrance without previously having had a perception? It may in fact be the case that perception is necessary to produce a fresh remembrance. It may actually be true that human consciousness can have memories, primary ones included, only after it has had perceptions, but the opposite is also conceivable. In contrast to this, we teach the a priori necessity of the precedence of a perception or primal impression over the corresponding retention. We must above all insist that a phase is thinkable only as a phase and without the possibility of an extension. A now-phase is thinkable only as the boundary of a continuity of retentions, just as every retentional phase is itself thinkable only as a point of such a continuum, that is, for every now of the consciousness of time. If this is true, however, an entire completed series of retentions should not be thinkable without a corresponding perception preceding it. This implies that the series of retentions which pertains to a now is itself a limit and is necessarily modified. What is remembered “sinks ever further into the past;” moreover, what is remembered is necessarily something sunken, something that of necessity permits an evident recollection [Wiedererinnerung] which traces it back to a now reproduced.

One might ask, however: Can I not have a memory, even a primary one, of an A which in truth has never existed? Certainly. Something even stronger can be asserted. I can also have a perception of A although in reality A does not exist. Accordingly, we do not assert as a certainty that when we have a retention of A (assuming A is a transcendent Object), A must precede the retention, although we do assert that A must have been perceived.
Whether A is the object of primary attention or not, it really is present as something of which we are conscious even if unnoticed or noticed only incidentally. If it is a question of an immanent Object, however, the following holds true: a succession, an alternation, a variation of immanent data, if it “appears,” is absolutely indubitable. And within a transcendent perception, the immanent succession belonging essentially to the composition of this perception is also absolutely indubitable. It is basically absurd to argue: How in the now can I know of a not-now, since I cannot compare the not-now which no longer is with the now (that is to say, the memory-image present in the now)? As if it pertained to the essence of memory that an image present in the now were presupposed for another thing similar to it, and as with graphic representation, I could and must compare the two. Memory or retention is not figurative consciousness, but something totally different. What is remembered is, of course, not now; otherwise it would not be something that has been but would be actually present. And in memory (retention) what is remembered is not given as now: otherwise, memory or retention would not be just memory but perception (or primal impression). A comparison of what we no longer perceive but are merely conscious of in retention with something outside it makes no sense at all. Just as in perception, I see what has being now, and in extended perceptions, no matter how constituted, what has enduring being, so in primary remembrance I see what is past. What is past is given therein, and givenness of the past is memory.

If we now again take up the question of whether a retentional consciousness that is not the continuation of an impressional consciousness is thinkable, we must say that it is impossible, for every retention in itself refers back to an impression. “Past” and “now” exclude each other. Something past and something now can indeed be identically the same but only because it has endured between the past and now.

§ 14. Reproduction of Temporal Objects
[Objekten]—Secondary Remembrance

We characterized primary remembrance or retention as a comet’s tail which is joined to actual perception. Secondary remembrance or recollection is completely different from this. After primary remembrance is past [dahin], a new memory of this motion or that melody can emerge. The difference between the two forms of memory, which we have already touched on, must now be explained in detail. If retention is joined to actual perception, whether during its perceptual flux or in continuous union following its running-off, then at first sight it is natural to say (as Brentano has) that the actual perception is constituted on the basis of phantasies as representation [Repräsentation], as presentification. Now, just as immediate presentifications are joined to perceptions, so also can autonomous presentifications appear without being joined to perceptions. Such are the secondary remembrances. But (as we have already brought out in the critique of Brentano’s theory) serious doubts arise. Let us consider an example of secondary remembrance. We remember a melody, let us say, which in our youth we heard during a concert. Then it is obvious that the entire phenomenon of memory has, mutatis mutandis, exactly the same constitution as the perception of the melody. Like the perception, it has a favored point; to the now-point of the perception corresponds a now-point of the memory, and so on. We run through a melody in phantasy; we hear “as if” [gleichsam] first the first note, then the second, etc. At any given time, there is always a sound (or a tonal phase) in the now-point. The preceding sounds, however, are
not erased from consciousness. With the apprehension of the sound appearing now, heard as if now, primary remembrance blends in the sounds heard as if just previously and the expectation (protention) of the sound to come. Again, the now-point has for consciousness a temporal halo [Hof] which is brought about through a continuity of memory. The complete memory of the melody consists of a continuum of such temporal continuities or of continuities of apprehension of the kind described. Finally, when the melody presented has been run through, a retention is joined to this as-if hearing; the as-if heard still reverberates a while, a continuity of apprehension is still there but no longer as heard. Everything thus resembles perception and primary remembrance and yet is not itself perception and primary remembrance. We do not really hear and have not really heard when in memory or phantasy we let a melody run its course, note by note. In the former case, we really hear; the temporal Object itself is perceived; the melody itself is the object of perception. And, likewise, temporal periods, temporal determinations and relations are themselves given, perceived. And again, after the melody has sounded, we no longer perceive it as present although we still have it in consciousness. It is no longer a present melody but one just past. Its being just past is not mere opinion but a given fact, self-given and therefore perceived. In contrast to this, the temporal present [Gegenwart] in recollection is remembered, presentified. And the past is remembered in the same way, presentified but not perceived. It is not the primarily given and intuited past.

On the other hand, the recollection itself is present, origi-

narily constituted recollection and subsequently that which has just been. It generates itself in a continuum of primal data and retentions and is constituted (better, re-constituted) jointly with an immanent or transcendent objectivity of duration (depending on whether it is immanently or transcendentally oriented). On the other hand, retention generates no ob-
jectivities of duration (whether originary or reproductive), but merely retains what is produced in consciousness and impresses on it the character of the "just past." 10

§ 15. The Modes of Accomplishment of Reproduction

Recollection can make its appearance in different forms of accomplishment. We accomplish it either by simply laying hold of what is recollected, as when, for example, a recollection "emerges" and we look at what is remembered with a glancing ray [Blickstrahl] wherein what is remembered is indeterminate, perhaps a favored momentary phase intuitively brought forth, but not a recapitulative memory. Or we accomplish it in a real, re-productive, recapitulative memory in which the temporal object is again completely built up in a continuum of presentifications, so that we seem to perceive it again, but only seemingly, as-if. The whole process is a presentificational modification of the process of perception with all its phases and levels, including retentions. However, everything has the index of reproductive modification.

The simple act of looking at or apprehending we also discover immediately on the basis of retention, as, for example, when a melody which lies within the unity of a retention is run through and we look back (reflect) on a part of it without producing it again. This is an act which, developed in successive stages, also in stages of spontaneity, e.g., the spontaneity of thought, is possible for everyone. The objectivities of thought, indeed, are also successively constituted. It appears, therefore, we can say that objectivities which are built up originally in temporal processes, being constituted member by member or phase by phase (as correlates of continuous, multiformed, cohesive, and homogenous acts), may be

10. For a discussion of further differences between retention and reproduction, cf. § 19, pp. 68ff.
apprehended in a backward glance as if they were objects complete in a temporal point. But then this givenness certainly refers back to another "primordial" one.

This looking toward or back to what is retentionally given—and the retention itself—is realized in true representication [Wiedervergegenwärtigung]. What is given as just having been turns out to be identical with what is recollected.

Further differences between primary and secondary remembrance will be evident when we relate them to perception.

§ 16. Perception as Originary Presentation

[Gegenwärtigung] as Distinguished from Retention and Recollection

Any reference to "perception" still requires some discussion here. In the "perception of a melody," we distinguish the tone given now, which we term the "perceived," from those which have gone by, which we say are "not perceived." On the other hand, we call the whole melody one that is perceived, although only the now-point actually is. We follow this procedure because not only is the extension of the melody given point for point in an extension of the act of perception but also the unity of retentional consciousness still "holds" the expired tones themselves in consciousness and continuously establishes the unity of consciousness with reference to the homogeneous temporal Object, i.e., the melody. An Objectivity such as a melody cannot itself be originarily given except as "perceived" in this form. The constituted act,\(^\text{11}\) constructed from now-consciousness and retentional consciousness, is adequate perception of the temporal Object. This Object will indeed include temporal differences, and temporal differences are constituted precisely in such phases, in primal consciousness, retention, and protention. If the pursive [meinenende] intention is directed toward the melody, toward the whole Object, we have nothing but perception. If the intention is directed toward a particular tone or a particular measure for its own sake, we have perception so long as precisely the thing intended is perceived, and mere retention as soon as it is past. Objectively [objektiver] considered, the measure no longer appears as "present" but as "past." The whole melody, however, appears as present so long as it still sounds, so long as the notes belonging to it, intended in the one nexus of apprehensions, still sound. The melody is past only after the last note has gone.

As we must assert in accordance with the preceding statements, this relativity carries over to the individual tones. Each is constituted in a continuity of tonal data, and only a punctual phase is actually present as now at any given moment, while the others are connected as a retentional train. We can say, however, that a temporal Object is perceived (or intentionally known) as long as it is still produced in continuous, newly appearing primal impressions.

We have then characterized the past itself as perceived. If, in fact, we do not perceive the passing [Vergehen], are we not, in the cases described, directly conscious of the just-having-been of the "just past" in its self-givenness, in the mode of being self-given? Obviously, the meaning of "perception" here obtaining does not coincide with the earlier one. Further analysis is required.

If, in the comprehension of a temporal Object, we distinguish between perceptive and memorial [erinnerendes] (retentional) consciousness, then the contrast between the perceptive and the primary remembrance of an Object corresponds to that between "now present" and "past." Temporal Objects, and this belongs to their essence, spread their content over an interval of time, and such Objects can be constituted only in acts which likewise constitute temporal distinctions. Temporally constitutive acts, however, are essen-

\(^{11}\) Concerning acts as constituted unities in primordial consciousness, cf. § 37, pp. 100f.
tially acts which also constitute the present and the past. They have that type of "temporal Object-perception" which, in conformity with their peculiar apprehensional constitution, we have described in detail. Temporal Objects must be thus constituted. This implies that an act which claims to give a temporal Object itself must contain in itself "now-apprehensions," "past-apprehensions," and the like, and, in fact, in a primordially constitutive way.

If we now relate what has been said about perception to the differences of the givenness with which temporal Objects make their appearance, then the antithesis of perception is primary remembrance, which appears here, and primary expectation (retention and protention), whereby perception and non-perception continually pass over into one another. In the consciousness of the direct, intuitive comprehension of a temporal Object, e.g., a melody, the passage, tone, or part now heard is perceived, and not perceived is what is momentarily intuited as past. Apprehensions here pass continually over into one another and terminate in an apprehension constituting the now; this apprehension, however, is only an ideal limit. We are concerned here with a continuum of gradations in the direction of an ideal limit, like the convergence of various shades of red toward an ideally pure red. However, in this case, we do not have individual apprehensions corresponding to the individual shades of red, which, indeed, can be given for themselves. Rather, we always have and, according to the nature of the matter, can only have continuities of apprehensions, or better, a single continuum which is constantly modified. If somehow we divide this continuum into two adjoining parts, that part which includes the now, or is capable of constituting it, designates and constitutes the "gross" now, which, as soon as we divide it further, immediately breaks down again into a finer now and a past, etc.

Perception, therefore, has here the character of an act which includes a continuity of such characters and is distinguished by the possession of that ideal limit mentioned above. Pure memory is a similar continuity, but one which does not possess this ideal limit. In an ideal sense, then, perception (impression) would be the phase of consciousness which constitutes the pure now, and memory every other phase of the continuity. But this is just an ideal limit, something abstract which can be nothing for itself. Moreover, it is also true that even this ideal now is not something toto caelo different from the not-now but continually accommodates itself thereto. The continual transition from perception to primary remembrance conforms to this accommodation.

§ 17. Perception as a Self-Giving

[Selbstgebender] Act in Contrast to Reproduction

Perception, or the self-giving of the actual present, which has its correlate in the given of what is past, is now confronted by another contrast, that of recollection, secondary remembrance. In recollection, a now "appears" to us, but it "appears" in a sense wholly other than the appearance of the now in perception. This now is not perceived, i.e., self-given, but presentified. It places a now before us which is not given. In just the same way, the running-off of a melody in recollection places before us a "just past," but does not give it. In addition, every individual in mere phantasy is temporally extended in some way. It has its now, its before and after [sein vorher und Nachher], but like the whole Object, the now, before, and after are merely imagined. Here, therefore, it is a question of an entirely different concept of perception. Here, perception is an act which brings something other than itself before us, an act which primordially constitutes the Object. Presentification, re-presentation, as the act which does not place an

Object itself before us, but just presentifies—places before us in images, as it were (if not precisely in the manner of true figurative consciousness)—, is just the opposite of this. There is no mention here of a continuous accommodation of perception to its opposite. Herefore, consciousness of the past, i.e., the primary one, was not perception because perception was designated as the act originally constituting the now. Consciousness of the past, however, does not constitute a now but rather a “just-having-been” [ein soeben gewesen] that intuitively precedes the now. However, if we call perception the act in which all “origination” lies, which constitutes originally, then primary remembrance is perception. For only in primary remembrance do we see what is past; only in it is the past constituted, i.e., not in a representative but in a representative way. The just-having-been, the before in contrast to the now, can be seen directly only in primary remembrance. It is the essence of primary remembrance to bring this new and unique moment to primary, direct intuition, just as it is the essence of the perception of the now to bring the now directly to intuition. On the other hand, recollection, like phantasy, offers us mere presentification. It is “as-if” the same consciousness as the temporarily creative acts of the now and the past, “as-if” the same but yet modified. The phantasied now represents a now, but does not give us a now itself; the phantasied before and after merely represents a before and after, etc.

§ 18. The Significance of Recollection for the Constitution of the Consciousness of Duration and Succession

The constitutive significance of primary and secondary remembrance is seen in a different light if, instead of the mode of givenness of enduring objectivities, we turn our attention to the mode of givenness of duration and succession themselves.

Let us suppose that A appears as a primal impression and endures for a while, and along with the retention of A in a certain level of development B appears and is constituted as enduring B. Therewith, during these “processes,” consciousness is consciousness of the same A “moving back into the past,” the same A in the flux of these modes of givenness, and the same according to the “duration” belonging to the form of being appropriate to its content according to all points of this duration. The same is true of B and of the difference of both durations or their temporal points. In addition to the above, however, something new enters here: B follows A. There is a succession of two continuing sets of data given with a determinate temporal form, a temporal interval which encompasses the succession. The consciousness of succession is an originary dator [gebendes] consciousness; it is the “perception” of this succession. We shall consider now the reproductive modification of this perception, that is, recollection. I “repeat” the consciousness of this succession: remembering, I presentify it to myself. This I “can” do, in fact, as “often as I like.” The presentification of a lived experience lies a priori within the sphere of my “freedom.” (The “I can” is a practical “I can” and not a “mere idea.”) Now what does the presentification of a lived experience look like and what belongs to its essence? One can say to begin with: I presentify to myself first A and then B. If I originally have A—B, now I have A'—B' (the mark [''] indicates memory). But this is inadequate, for it implies that I now have a memory A' and “afterward” a memory B', namely, in the consciousness of a succession of these memories. But then I should have a “perception” of the succession of these memories and no consciousness of the memory of them. I must therefore exhibit this consciousness through (A—B)'. This consciousness, in
fact, includes an A', B', and also a ---. To be sure, the succession is not a third part, as if the manner of writing down the signs one after the other denoted the succession. Nevertheless, I can write down the law

\[(A\rightarrow B)' = A'\rightarrow B'\]

meaning: there is present a consciousness of the memory of A and of B but also a modified consciousness of "B follows A."

If, as regards the originary dator consciousness, we now ask for a succession of enduring Objectivities—and, indeed, for the duration itself—we find that retention and recollection necessarily belong thereto. Retention constitutes the living horizon of the now; I have in it a consciousness of the "just past." But what is originary constituted thereby—perhaps in the retaining of the tone just heard—is only the shoving back of the now-phase or the completed constituted duration, which in this completeness is no longer being constituted and no longer perceived. In "coincidence" with this "result" which is being shoved back, I can, however, undertake a reproduction. Then the pastness [Vergangenheit] of the duration is given to me simpliciter as just is the "re-givenness" [Wiederengegebenheit] of the duration. And it should be noted that it is only past durations that I can, in repeatable acts, "originary" intuit, identify, and have objectively as the identical Object of many acts. I can re-live [nachleben] the present but it can never be given again. If I come back to one and the same succession (as I can at any time) and identify it as the same temporal Object, I carry out a succession of collective lived experiences in the unity of an overlapping consciousness of succession thus:

\[(A\rightarrow B)\rightarrow (A\rightarrow B)'\rightarrow (A\rightarrow B)'\]

The question is: what is this act of identification like? To begin with, the succession is a succession of lived experiences—the first being the originary constitution of a succession A-B, the second a memory of this succession, then the same thing again, and so on. The entire succession is given originary as presence [Präsenz]. I can again have a memory of this succession, another memory of such a recollection, and so on ad infinitum. Essentially, every memory is not only repeatable in the sense that higher levels are possible at will, but also it is repeated as a sphere of the "I can."

What is the first recollection of that succession like? It is:

\[, (A\rightarrow B)'\rightarrow (A\rightarrow B)'\]

Then, according to the earlier law, I can deduce that therein is set \[(A\rightarrow B)'\rightarrow (A\rightarrow B)'\]; therefore, a memory of the second level, that is, in the sequence, and naturally also the memory of the succession --'. If I repeat once again, I have still higher modifications of memory and at the same time the consciousness that in sequence I have again and again carried out a repeatable presentification. Such a thing takes place very often. I knock twice on the table and presentify the sequence to myself. Then I note that I first gave the succession perceptive and then remembered it. Then I note that I have accomplished just this noting, that is, as the third member of a series that I can repeat, etc. This is all very commonplace, especially in the phenomenological method of procedure.

In the succession of like Objects (identical as to content) which are given only in succession and never as coexisting, we have a peculiar coincidence in the unity of one consciousness. Naturally, this is meant only figuratively, for the Objects are indeed separated, known as a succession, divided by a temporal interval.

And yet, we have in the sequence unlike Objects, with like contrasted moments. Thus "lines of likeness," as it were, run from one to the other, and in the case of similarity, lines of similarity. We have an interrelatedness which is not constituted in a relational mode of observation and which is prior to all "comparison" and all "thinking" as the necessary con-
dition for all intuition of likeness and difference. Only the similar is really "comparable" and "difference" presupposes "coincidence," i.e., that real union of the like bound together in transition (or in coexistence).

§ 19. The Difference between Retention and Reproduction (Primary and Secondary Remembrance or Phantasy)

By this time our position regarding Brentano's theory that the origin of the apprehension of time lies in the sphere of phantasy is definitely determined. Phantasy is the mode of consciousness characterized as presentification (reproduction). Now, there is indeed such a thing as presentified time but it necessarily refers back to a primordially given time which is not phantasied but presented. Presentification is the opposite of the primordially giving act; no representation can arise from it. That is, phantasy is not a form of consciousness that can bring forth some kind of Objectivity or other, or an essential and possible tendency [Zug] toward an Objectivity as self-given. Not to be self-giving is precisely the essence of phantasy. Even the concept of phantasy does not arise from phantasy. For if we claim originally to have given what phantasy is, then we must, of course, form phantasies, but this itself still does not mean giverness. We must naturally observe the process of phantasy, i.e., perceive it. The perception of phantasy is the primordially giving consciousness for the formation of the concept of phantasy. In this perception, we see what phantasy is; we grasp it in the consciousness of self-giveness.

That a great phenomenological difference exists between representifying memory and primary remembrance which extends the now-consciousness is revealed by a careful comparison of the lived experiences involved in both. We hear, let us say, two or three sounds and have during the temporal extension of the now a consciousness of the sound just heard. Evidently this consciousness is essentially the same whether out of the tonal configuration which forms the unity of a temporal Object a member is still really perceived as now, or whether this member no longer occurs, although we are still retentionally aware of the image. Let us assume now that it perhaps happens that while the continuous intention directed toward the sound or flow of the sound is still vivid, this same sound is reproduced once more. The measure which I have just heard and toward which my attention is still directed I presentify to myself in that inwardly I carry it out once more. The difference is obvious. In the presentification we now once more have the sound or sound-form together with its entire temporal extension. The act of presentification has exactly the same temporal extension as the earlier act of perception. The former reproduces the latter; it allows the passage to run off, tonal phase for tonal phase and interval for interval. It also reproduces thereby the phase of primary remembrance which we have singled out for the comparison. Nevertheless, the act of presentification is not a mere repetition and the difference does not merely consist in that at the one time we have a simple reproduction and at the other a reproduction of a reproduction. We find, rather, radical differences in content. They become apparent when, for example, we inquire what constitutes the difference between the sounding of the tone in the presentification and in the residual consciousness of it which we still retain in phantasy. The tone reproduced during the "sounding" is a reproduction of the sounding. The residual consciousness after the sounding has been reproduced is no longer a reproduction of the sounding but of the re-sounding [Er-klängens] which has just been but is still heard. This re-sounding is exhibited in an entirely different manner from that of the sounding itself. The phantasms which exhibit the tones do not remain in consciousness as if, for example, in the presentification each tone were constituted as an identical persisting datum. Otherwise, in presentification we could not have an intuitive idea of time, the idea.
of a temporal Object. The tone reproduced passes away; its phantasm does not remain identically the same, but is modified in a characteristic way and establishes the presentificational consciousness of duration, alteration, succession, and the like.

The modification of consciousness which changes an originary now into one that is reproduced is something wholly other than that modification which changes the now—whether originary or reproduced—into the past. This last modification has the character of a continuous shading-off; just as the now continuously grades off into the ever more distant past, so the intuitive consciousness of time also continuously grades off. On the other hand, we are not speaking here of a continuous transition of perception to phantasy, of impression to reproduction. The latter distinction is a separate one. We must say, therefore, that what we term originary consciousness, impression, or perception is an act which is continuously gradated. Every concrete perception implies a whole continuum of such gradations. Reproduction, phantasy-consciousness, also requires exactly the same gradations, although only productively modified. On both sides, it belongs to the essence of lived experiences that they must be extended in this fashion, that a punctual phase can never be for itself.

Naturally, the gradation of what is given originarily as well as of what is given productively indeed concerns the content of apprehension, as we have already seen. Perception is built upon sensations. Sensation which functions presentatively for the object forms a stable continuum, and in just the same way the phantasm forms a continuum for the representation [Repräsentation] of an Object of phantasy. Whoever assumes an essential difference between sensations and phantasms naturally may not claim the content of apprehension of the temporal phases just past to be phantasms, for these, of course, pass continually over into the content of apprehension of the moment of the now.

§ 20. The “Freedom” of Reproduction

In the originary and the reproductive running-off of “sinking-back” noteworthy differences appear. The originary appearing and passing away of the modes of running-off in appearance is something fixed, something of which we are conscious through “affection,” something we can only observe (if, in general, we achieve the spontaneity of such viewing). On the other hand, presentification is something free; it is a free running-through [Durchlaufen]. We can carry out the presentification “more quickly” or “more slowly,” clearly and explicitly or in a confused manner, quick as lightning at a stroke or in articulated steps, and so on. Presentification is thus itself an occurrence of internal consciousness and as such has its actual now, its modes of running-off, etc. And in the same immanent temporal interval in which the presentification really takes place, we can “in freedom” accommodate larger and smaller parts of the presentified event with its modes of running-off and consequently run through it more quickly or more slowly. Thereby, the relative modes of running-off (under the presupposition of a continuous identifying coincidence) of the points of the temporal interval presentified remain unchanged. I always presentify the same, always the same continuity of the modes of running-off of the temporal interval, always the continuity itself in its modal setting. But when I thus turn back, again and again, to the same beginning point and to the same succession of temporal points, the beginning point itself always sinks steadily ever further back.

§ 21. Levels of Clarity of Reproduction

Thus, what is presentified floats in consciousness in ways more or less clear, and the different modes of lack of clarity refer to the whole which is presentified and to its modes of consciousness. Also with respect to the originary givenness of a
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§ 31. Primal Impressions and Objective
[objektive] Individual Temporal Points

Seemingly, we have been led here to an antinomy. The Object, in sinking back, constantly alters its temporal position, and yet in sinking back is said to preserve its temporal position. In truth, however, the Object of primary remembrance constantly being shoved back does not alter its temporal position but only its interval from the actual now, specifically, because the actual now is accepted as an ever new Objective temporal point, whereas the past temporal thing remains what it is. But the question now is, how does it happen that, despite the phenomenon of the continuous alteration of the consciousness of time, there is the consciousness of Objective time, and above all the consciousness of identical temporal positions? Very closely bound to this is the question of the constitution of the Objectivity of individual temporal objects and processes. All Objectification takes place in time-consciousness, and without a clarification of the identity of temporal position no clarification of the identity of an Object in time can be given.

Stated more precisely, the problem is the following: The now-phases of perception constantly undergo a modification. They are not preserved simply as they are. They flow. Constituted therein is what we have referred to as sinking back in time. The tone sounds now and immediately sinks into the past, as the same tone. This affects the tone in each of its phases and, therefore, the whole tone also. Now, through our previous observations, this sinking away is, in some measure, comprehensible. But how is it that despite the sinking away of the tone, we still say, as our analysis of reproductive consciousness has shown, that it has a fixed position in time, that temporal points and temporal positions may be identified in repeated acts? The tone, as well as every temporal point in the unity of the enduring tone, indeed has its absolutely fixed place in “Objective” (or even immanent) time. Time is motionless and yet it flows. In the flow of time, in the continuous sinking away into the past, there is constituted a non-flowing, absolutely fixed, identical Objective time. This is the problem.

Let us first consider somewhat more closely the state of affairs with regard to the sinking away of the same tone. Why do we say it is the same tone which sinks away? The tone is built up in a temporal flux through its phases. Of every phase, that of an actual now, for example, we know that although subject to the law of constant modification, it still must appear as objectively the same, as the same tonal point, so to speak. This is true because a continuity of apprehension is present here which is governed by the identity of sense and exists in continuous coincidence. This coincidence concerns the extra-temporal matter which even in flux preserves the identity of the objective sense. This holds true for every now-phase. But every new now is precisely that, a new one, and is phenomenologically characterized as such. Even if every tone continues completely unaltered, in such a way that not the least alteration is visible to us—even if every new now, therefore, possesses exactly the same content of apprehension as regards moments of quality, intensity, and the like, and carries exactly the same apprehension—nevertheless, a primordial difference still exists, one which pertains to a new dimension. And this difference is a constant one. From the point of view of phenomenology, only the now-point is characterized as an actual now, that is, as new. The previous temporal point has undergone its modification, the one before that a continuing modification, etc. This continuum of modifications in the content of apprehension and the apprehensions based thereon produce the consciousness of the extension of the tone with the continuous sinking down into the past of what is already extended.

But despite the phenomenon of the continuous alteration
of time-consciousness, how does the consciousness of Objective time and, above all, of identical temporal place and temporal extension come about? The answer is that in contrast to the flux resulting from being shoved back in time, i.e., the flux of modifications of consciousness, the Object which appears to be shoved back remains preserved even in absolute identity, that is, the Object together with the positing as a "this" experienced in the now-point. The continuous modification of apprehension in the constant flux does not affect the "as what" of the apprehension, i.e., the sense. It intends no new Object or Object-phase; it yields no new temporal point, but always the same Object with the same temporal points. Every actual now creates a new temporal point because it creates a new Object, or rather a new Object-point which is held fast in the flux of modifications as one and the same individual Object-point. And the constancy in which again and again a new now is constituted shows us that in general it is not a question of "novelty" but of a constant moment of individuation, in which the temporal position has its origin. It is part of the essence of the modifying flux that this temporal position stands forth as identical and necessarily identical. The now as the actual now is the givenness of the actual present of the temporal position. As a phenomenon moves into the past, the now acquires the character of a past now. It remains the same now, however. Only in relation to the momentarily actual and temporally new now does it stand forth as past.

The Objectivation of temporal Objects rests, therefore, on the following moments. The content of sensation which belongs to the different actual now-points of the Objects can qualitatively remain absolutely unaltered, but even with so far-reaching an identity with regard to content it still does not have true identity. The same sensation now and in another now has a difference, in fact, a phenomenological difference which corresponds to the absolute temporal position. This difference is the primal source of the individuality of the "this" and therewith of the absolute temporal position. Every phase of the modification has "in essence" the same qualitative content and the same temporal moment, although modified. Furthermore, each phase has in itself the same temporal moment in such a way that precisely by means of it the subsequent apprehension of identity is made possible: this on the side of sensation, or of the foundation of apprehension. The different moments sustain different parts of the apprehension, of the true Objectivation. One aspect of the Objectivation finds its support purely in the qualitative content of the material of sensation. This yields the temporal matter, e.g., the sound. This matter is held identically in the flux of the modification of the past. A second aspect of the Objectivation arises from the apprehension of the representatives of the temporal positions [Zeitstellenrepräsentanten]. This apprehension is also continuously retained in the flux of modification.

To recapitulate: the tonal point in its absolute individuality is retained in its matter and temporal position, the latter first constituting individuality. To this must be added, finally, apprehension which belongs essentially to the modification and which, while retaining the extended objectivity with its immanent absolute time, allows the continuous shoving-back into the past to appear. In our example of the sound, therefore, each temporal point of the ever fresh sounding and dying away has its material of sensation and its Objectifying apprehension. The sound stands forth as the sound, e.g., of a violin string that is bowed. If we again disregard the Objectifying apprehension and consider only the material of sensation, then, according to its matter, it is always precisely the same note C with its tonal quality and timbre unaltered, its intensity fluctuating, perhaps, and so on. This content, purely as the content of sensation, as it underlies the Objectifying apprehension, is extended, that is, every now has its content, even though materially it may be exactly the same. Absolutely the
same C now and later is alike, according to experience, but individually it is other.

The term “individual” here refers to the primordial temporal form of sensation, or, as I can also say, to the temporal form of primordial sensation, here the sensation of the actual now-point and only this. Essentially, however, the now-point itself is to be defined through primordial sensation so that the expressed proposition has to be accepted only as an indication of what is meant. An impression, in contrast to a phantasm, is distinguished by the character of originality.\(^{17}\) Now, within the sphere of impressions we must lay stress on primal impressions, which, over against the continuum of modifications, are present in the consciousness of primary remembrance. Primal impressions are absolutely unmodified, the primal source of all further consciousness and being. Primal impressions have for content what is signified by the word now, insofar as it is taken in the strictest sense; every new now is the content of a new primal impression. Constantly, a new and ever new impression flares up with ever new matter, now the same, now changing. What separates primal impression from primal impression is the individualizing moment of the primordial impression of temporal positions, which moment is basically different from the moment of quality and the other moments of the content of sensation. The moment of primordial temporal position naturally is nothing for itself. Individualization is nothing in addition to what has individuation. The entire now-point, the whole originary impression, undergoes the modification of the past, and through the latter we have first exhausted the complete concept of the now so far as it is a relative one and points to a “past,” as “past” points to the “now.” In addition, this modification, to begin with, affects the sensation without nullifying its universal, impressional character. It modifies the total content of the primal impres-

\(^{17}\) Concerning impressions and phantasms, cf. Appendix II, pp. 133ff.

sion both in its matter and its temporal position. It modifies in exactly the sense that a modification of phantasy does, namely, modifying through and through and yet not altering the intentional essence (the total content).

Therefore, the matter is the same matter, the temporal position the same temporal position; only the mode of givenness has been changed. It is givenness of the past. On this material of sensation is erected the entire Objectifying appercception. Even if we merely glance at the content of sensation (disregarding transcendent apperceptions which sometimes are founded thereon) we effect a perception: the “temporal flux.” Duration is then before us as a mode of objectivity. Objectivity [Gegenständlichkeit] presupposes consciousness of unity, consciousness of identity. Here we grasp the content of every primal sensation as individual [Selbst]. This sensation gives an individual tonal point, and this individual point is identically the same in the flux of the modification of the past. The apperception relative to this point remains, in the modification of the past, in constant coincidence, and the identity of this individual is eo ipso identity of the temporal position. The continuous springing forth of ever new primal impressions ever and again produces, in the apprehension of these impressions as individual points, new and distinct temporal positions. This continuity produces a continuity of temporal positions. In the flux of modifications of the past, therefore, a continuous, tone-filled segment of time [Zeitsstück] is present, but in such a way that only a point of this segment is given by means of the primal impression, and from that point on, temporal positions continuously appear in a modified graduation going back into the past.

Every perceived time is perceived as a past which terminates in the present, the present being a boundary-point. Every apprehension, no matter how transcendent it otherwise may be, is bound to this regularity. If we perceive a flight of birds, a squadron of cavalry at a gallop, and the like, we find the de-
scribed distinctions in the underlying basis of sensation—ever new primal sensations, their temporal character, which provides their individuation, being carried with them; and on the other side, we find the same modes in the apprehension. Precisely by this means, the Objective itself appears, the flight of birds as primal givenness in the now-point, as complete givenness, though in a continuum of the past which terminates in the now, while the continuously preceding in the continuum of the past is moved ever further back. The appearing event always has the identical, absolute temporal value. Since, following the segment of time that has expired, the event is shoved ever further back into the past, it is shoved back with its absolute temporal position and hence with its entire temporal interval into the past, i.e., the same event with the same absolute temporal extensity continually appears (as long as it appears at all) as identically the same. Only the form of its givenness is different. On the other hand, in the living source-point of the now there also wells up ever fresh primal being, in relation to which the distance from the actual now of the temporal points belonging to the event is constantly increased. Accordingly, the appearance of sinking back, of withdrawing, arises.

§ 32. The Part of Reproduction in the Constitution of the One Objective [objektiven] Time

With the preservation of the individuality of the temporal points in their sinking back into the past, we still do not have, however, consciousness of a unitary, homogeneous, Objective time. In the occurrence of this consciousness, reproductive memory (in its intuitive capacity, as in the form of empty intentions) plays an important role. Every temporal point which has been shoved back can, by means of reproductive memory, be made the null-point of an intuition of time and be repeated. The earlier temporal field, in which what is presently shoved back was a now, is reproduced, and the reproduced now is identified with the temporal point still vivid in recent memory. The individual intention is the same.18 The temporal field that is reproduced extends further than that actually present. If we take a point of the past in this temporal field, the reproduction, by being shoved along with the temporal field in which this point was the now, provides a further regress into the past, and so on. Theoretically, this process is to be thought of as capable of being continued without limit, although in practice actual memory soon breaks down. It is evident that every temporal point has its before and after, and that the points and intervals coming before cannot be compressed in the manner of an approximation to a mathematical limit, as, let us say, the limit of intensity. If there were such a boundary-point, there would correspond to it a now which nothing preceded, and this is obviously impossible.19 A now is always and essentially the edge-point [Randpunkt] of an interval of time. And it is evident that this entire interval must sink back and thereby its entire magnitude, its entire individuality, is preserved. To be sure, phantasy and reproduction do not make possible an extension of the intuition of time in the sense that the extent of the real, given temporal gradations in simultaneous consciousness is increased. With reference to this, one may perhaps ask: How, with this successive stringing together of temporal fields, does the one Objective time with the one fixed order come to be? The answer proffers the continuous shoved along of the temporal fields, which in truth is no mere temporal stringing together of temporal fields. The segments being shoved along are individually identified in connection with the intuitively continuous regress into the past. If, starting from any actual lived and experienced temporal point—i.e., any one which is originally given in the temporal

field of perception or one which reproduces a distant past—we
go back into the past, along, so to speak, a well-established
chain of Objectivities which are interconnected and always
identified, then the question arises: How is the linear order
there established? In such an order every temporal interval,
no matter which—even the external continuity with the ac-
tual temporal field reproduced—must be a part of a unique
chain, continuing to the point of the actual now. Even every
arbitrarily phantasied time is subject to the requirement that
if one is able to think of it as real time (i.e., as the time of
any temporal Object) it must subsist as an interval within
the one and unique Objective time.

§ 33. Some *A priori* Temporal Laws

Obviously, this *a priori* requirement is grounded in the
recognition of the immediately comprehensible and funda-
mental temporal certainties which become evident on the basis
of intuitions of the data of temporal position.

If, to begin with, we compare two primal sensations, or
correlatively two primal data, both really appearing in one
consciousness as now, then they are distinguished from one
another through their matter. They are, however, simultane-
ous; they have identically the same temporal position; they
are both now, and in the same now they necessarily have the
same value with regard to temporal position. They have the
same form of individuation and both are constituted in impres-
sions which belong to the same impressional level. These
data are modified in this identity and always retain it in the
modification of the past. A primal datum and a modified
datum of like or dissimilar content necessarily have different
temporal positions—the same if they arise from the same now-
point, different if from different now-points. The actual now
is a now and constitutes a temporal position. No matter how

many Objectivities are constituted separately in the now, they
all have the same temporal present and retain their simulta-
neity in flowing off. That the temporal positions have dif-
fferences, that these are magnitudes, and the like, can here
be seen as evident. Also evident are additional truths such
as the law of transitivity, namely, the law that if A is earlier
than B then B is later than A. It is part of the *a priori* essence
of time that the latter is sometimes identified with a continuity
of temporal positions, sometimes with the changing Objectivi-
ties which fill it; and that the homogeneity of absolute time
is necessarily constituted in the flow of the modifications of
the past and in the continual welling-forth of a now, of the
creative temporal point, of the source-point of temporal posi-
tions in general.

Furthermore, it belongs to the *a priori* essence of the state
of affairs that sensation, apprehension, position-taking, all
share in the *same* temporal flux and that Objectified abso-
lute time is necessarily the same as the time which belongs to
sensation and apprehension. Pre-Objectified time, which per-
tains to sensation, necessarily founds the unique possibility of
an Objectivation of temporal positions which corresponds to
the modification of the sensation and the degree of this modi-
fication. To the Objectified temporal point in which, let us say,
a peal of bells begins, corresponds the temporal point of the
matching sensation. In the beginning phase, the sensation has
the same time, i.e., if subsequently it is made into an object,
it necessarily maintains the temporal position which coincides
with the corresponding temporal position of the bell-peal. In
the same way, the time of the perception and the time of the
perceived are necessarily the same. The act of perception
sinks back in time in the same way as the perceived in the
appearance, and in reflection each phase of the perception
must be given identically the same temporal position as the
perceived.

20. On the construction of simultaneity, cf. § 38, pp. 102ff., and
Appendix VII, pp. 155ff.

21. Cf. Appendix V: The Simultaneity of Perception and the Per-
ceived, pp. 146ff.
SECTION THREE

THE LEVELS OF CONSTITUTION OF TIME AND TEMPORAL OBJECTS [OBJECTE]

§ 34. The Differentiation of the Levels of Constitution

Proceeding from the most obvious phenomena, after we have studied time-consciousness according to several principal lines of thought and indifferent strata, it would be wise to determine the different levels of constitution in their essential structure and go through them in a systematic way.

We discovered:

1. The things of experience in Objective time (whereby still different levels of empirical being were to be differentiated which hitherto had not been taken into account: the experiential thing of the individual subject, the intersubjectively identical thing, the thing of physics).

2. The constitutive multiplicities of appearances of different levels, the immanent unities in pre-empirical time.

3. The absolute, temporally constitutive flux of consciousness.

§ 35. Differences between the Constituted Unities and the Constitutive Flux

This absolute consciousness which precedes all constitution must first of all be discussed somewhat more closely. Its unique quality stands out clearly in contrast to the constituted unities of the most diverse levels.

1. Every individual Object (every Object in the stream of constituted unity, be it immanent or transcendental) endures, and necessarily endures, i.e., it is continuous in time and is identical in this continuous being, which also can be considered as process. Conversely, what is in time is continuous in time and is unity of the process, which inseparably carries with it unity of what endures in the procedure. In the tonal process lies the unity of the tone which endures during the process and, conversely, the unity of the tone is unity in the fulfilled duration, i.e., in the process. Therefore, if anything whatsoever is determined as existing in a temporal point, it is thinkable only as the phase of a process in which the duration of an individual being also has its point.

2. In principle, individual or concrete being is invariant or variant; the process is a process of alteration or is static. The enduring Object itself is altering or static. Every alteration, therefore, has its rate of alteration or “acceleration” (metaphorically speaking) with reference to the same duration. In principle, every phase of alteration can broaden into something static, every phase of the static can lead to an alteration.

If, in comparison therewith, we now consider the constitutive phenomena, we find a flux, and every phase of this flux is a continuity of shading. However, in principle, no phase of this flux is to be broadened out to a continuous succession; therefore, the flux should not be thought to be so transformed that this phase is extended in identity with itself. Quite to the contrary, we find necessarily and essentially a flux of continuous “alteration,” and this alteration has the absurd property [das Absurde] that it flows exactly as it flows and can flow neither “more swiftly” nor “more slowly.” Consequently, any Object which is altered is lacking here, and inasmuch as in every process “something” proceeds, it is not a question here of a process. There is nothing here which is altered, and therefore it makes no sense to speak here of something that endures. It is also senseless, therefore, to wish to find anything which in a duration is not once altered.
§ 36. The Temporally Constitutive Flux as Absolute Subjectivity

It is evident, then, that temporally constitutive phenomena are, in principle, objectivities other than those constituted in time. They are not individual Objects, in other words, not individual processes, and terms which can be predicated of such processes cannot be meaningfully ascribed to them. Therefore, it can also make no sense to say of them (and with the same conceptual meaning) that they are in the now and have been previously, that they succeed one another temporally or are simultaneous with respect to one another, etc. To be sure, one can and must say that a certain continuity of appearance, namely, one which is a phase of the temporally constitutive flux, belongs to a now, namely, to that which it constitutes, and belongs to a before, namely, as that which is (one cannot say was) constitutive of the before. But is not the flux a succession? Does it not, therefore, have a now, an actual phase, and a continuity of pasts of which we are conscious in retention? We can only say that this flux is something which we name in conformity with what is constituted, but it is nothing temporally “Objective.” It is absolute subjectivity and has the absolute properties of something to be denoted metaphorically as “flux,” as a point of actuality, primal source-point, that from which springs the “now,” and so on. In the lived experience of actuality, we have the primal source-point and a continuity of moments of reverberation [Nachhallmomente]. For all this, names are lacking.

§ 37. Appearances of Transcendent Objects [Objekte] as Constituted Unities

It is further to be noted that when we speak of the “act of perception” and say that it is the point of authentic perceiving to which a continuous sequence of retentions is joined, we have described thereby no immanent temporal unities but precisely moments of the flux. That is, the appearance, let us say, of a house is a temporal being which endures, is altered, etc. This is also the case with the immanent sound which is not an appearance. But the appearance of a house is not the perceptual consciousness and the retentional consciousness [of the house]. These can be understood only as temporally constitutive, as moments of the flux. In precisely the same way, memorial appearance (or the remembered immanent [Immanent], perhaps the remembered immanent primary content) is to be distinguished from memorial consciousness with its retentions of memory. We must distinguish at all times: consciousness (flux), appearance (immanent Object), and transcendent object (if it is not the primary content of an immanent Object). Not all consciousness has reference to the Objectively (i.e., transcendentally) temporal, to Objective individuality, as, e.g., that of external perception. In every consciousness we find an “immanent content;” with the content we call “appearance” this is either appearance of the individual (of an external temporal thing) or appearance of the non-temporal. In the act of judgment, for example, I have the appearance “judgment,” namely, as immanent temporal unity, and therein “appears” the judgment in the logical sense.24 The act of judgment always has the character of the flux. At all times, then, that which in Logischen Untersuchungen is termed an “act” or an “intentional lived experience” is a flux in which an immanent temporal unity (a judgment, wish, etc.) is constituted. Such a unity has its immanent duration and perhaps proceeds more or less rapidly. These unities which are constituted in the absolute stream are in immanent time, which is one, and in this time there is a simultaneous element [ein Gleichzeitig] and duration of the same length (or possibly the same duration, that is, for two immanent, simultaneously enduring Objects), also a certain determinability according to before and after.

24. “Appearance” is used here in the wider sense.
§ 38. Unity of the Flux of Consciousness and the Constitution of Simultaneity and Succession

We have already occupied ourselves with the constitution of such immanent Objects and their growth from ever new primal sensations and modifications. In reflection, however, we find a single stream which breaks down into many streams. This plurality, though, still has a unitariness which talk of a flux both admits and requires. We find many streams, inasmuch as many series of primal impressions begin and end. However, we also find a connecting form, inasmuch as, for all, not merely does the law of the transformation of the now into the no longer and, on the other side, of the not yet into the now function separately, but also something akin to a common form of the now exists, a likeness generally in the mode of the flux. Several, a great many, primal impressions are “all at once,” and if any one passes away, the plurality passes “at the same time” and in a completely similar way, with completely similar gradations, and in completely the same tempo. The only difference is that the one stops altogether, while the plurality still has its not-yet, i.e., its fresh primal impressions before itself, which impressions still carry on the duration of what is known through them. Or more clearly: the many primal sensations flow and from the first have at their disposal the same modes of running-off. Only the series of primal impressions which are constitutive for immanent enduring Objects is continued in a far different way, corresponding to the different mode of duration of immanent Objects. They do not make use of the formal possibilities all in the same way. Immanent time is constituted as one for all immanent Objects and processes. Correlatively, consciousness in time of immanent things is single. The “all-together” [Zusammen], the “all-at-once” [Zugleich], of the actual primal sensations is all-embracing; also all-embracing is the “before,” the “having-gone-before,” of all primal sensations which have just gone before, the regular transformation of this “all-together” of primal sensations into such a before. This before is a continuity and each one of its points is a homogeneous, identical form of running-off for the entire all-together. The law that underlies the entire “all-together” of primal sensations states that the all-together is changed into a stable continuum of modes of consciousness, of modes of expiredness, and that with the same constancy an ever fresh all-together of primal sensations springs forth originally to again pass continuously over into expiredness. What is an all-together qua all-together of primal sensations remains an all-together in the mode of expiredness. Primal sensations have their continuous “one after the other” in the sense of a continuous running-off, and primal sensations have their all-together, their “all-at-once.” Those which are all at once are real primal sensations; in the mode of succession, however, there is a sensation or a group of the all-together, a real primal sensation. The others have expired. But what does this mean? Here, one can say nothing further than: “See.” A primal sensation or a group of primal sensations of which we are aware in an immanent now (a tonal now, in the same now a color, etc.) is continually changed in modes of the before-consciousness [Vorhinbewusstsein] in which we are aware of the immanent Object as past, and “all at once” together therewith, as ever fresh primal sensation appears. An ever fresh now is established and we are conscious thereof by an ever fresh configurational now [Gestaltzeit], tonal now, and so on. In a group of primal sensations, one is distinguished from the other through the content. Only the now is the same. According to its form, consciousness as consciousness of primal sensation is identical.

But “together” with the consciousness of primal sensations are continuous series of modes of passing [Verlaufsmodi] of

“earlier” primal sensations, of earlier now-consciousness. This all-together is an all-together of form as regards continuously modified modes of consciousness, while the all-together of primal sensations is an all-together of open modes, identical as to form. In the continuity of modes of running-off we can extract a point; then we shall also find in this point an all-together of modes of running-off which are like in form or, rather, an identical mode of running-off. Both types of all-together must be essentially distinguished from one another. The one is fundamental to the constitution of simultaneity, the other to the constitution of temporal succession; albeit, on the other hand, simultaneity is never without temporal succession and temporal succession never without simultaneity. Consequently, simultaneity and temporal succession must be correlative and inseparably constituted. Terminologically, we can distinguish between the fluxional before-all-at-once [Vor-Zugleich] and the impressional all-at-once of fluxions. But we cannot refer to either the one or the other mode of being all-at-once as a mode of simultaneity. We can no longer speak of a time of the final constitutive consciousness. Primordially constituted with the primal sensations which initiate the retentional process is the simultaneity, let us say, of a color and a sound, their being in an “actual now,” but the primal sensations themselves are not simultaneous, and we cannot call the phases of the fluxional before-all-at-once simultaneous phases of consciousness any more than we can call the succession of consciousness a temporal succession.

What this before-at-the-same-time is we know from our earlier analysis; it is a continuum of phases which are joined to a primal sensation, and every retentional consciousness of an earlier now (“primordial remembrance” of it) is of this continuum. In view of this, we must take into consideration that when the primal sensation recedes, being continuously modified, we not only have in general a lived experience which is a modification of the earlier one, but also can have so turned our regard toward it that in the modified one we “see,” so to speak, the earlier not-modified one. When a not too rapid succession of sounds runs off we can, after the running-off of the first sound, not only “look at” it as at something “still present” although no longer sensed but also observe that the mode of consciousness which this sound just now has is a “memory” of the mode of consciousness of the primary sensation in which it was given as now. Thereupon, however, a sharp distinction must be made between the consciousness of the past (the retentional and likewise the “re”-presentification) in which we are conscious of an immanent temporal Object as before, and the retention or the recollective “reproduction” (depending on whether it is a question of the primordial flux of the modification of sensation or of its re-presentification of the earlier primal sensation). And so also for every other fluxion.

If any phase of the duration of an immanent Object is a now-phase, therefore, one we are conscious of in a primal sensation, then conjoining retentions are continuously united with this primal sensation in the before-all-at-once. These retentions are characterized in themselves as modifications of primal impressions which belong to all the remaining, expired temporal points of the constituted duration. Each is consciousness of the past of the corresponding earlier now-point and gives this point in the mode of the before corresponding to its position in the expired duration.

§ 39. The Double Intentionality of Retention and the Constitution of the Flux of Consciousness

The duality in the intentionality of retention gives us a clue to the solution of the difficulty of determining how it is possible to have knowledge of a unity of the ultimate consti-

tutive flux of consciousness. There is no doubt that there is a
difficulty here. If a complete flux (one belonging to an endur-
ing process or Object) has expired, I can still look back on it.
It forms, so it appears, a unity in memory. Obviously, there-
fore, the flux of consciousness is also constituted in con-
sciousness as a unity. In this flux, for example, the unity of
the duration of the sound is constituted. The flux itself, how-
ever, as the unity of the consciousness of the duration of
the sound, is again constituted. And must we then also not say
further that this unity is constituted in a wholly analogous
fashion and is just as good a constituted temporal series and
that one must still speak, therefore, of a temporal now, before,
and after?

In conformity with the preceding statements, we can give
the following answer: It is the one unique flux of conscious-
ness in which the immanent temporal unity of the sound and
also the unity of the flux of consciousness itself are consti-
tuted. As startling (if not at first sight even contradictory) as
it may appear to assert that the flux of consciousness con-
stitutes its own unity, it is still true, nevertheless. And this can
be made intelligible through the essential constitution of the
flux itself. The regard can on occasion be guided by the phases
which “coincide” as intentionalities of sound in the continu-
ous development of the flux. But the regard can also focus on
the flow, on a section of the flow, or on the passage of the
flowing consciousness from the beginning to the end of
the sound. Every shading off of consciousness which is of the
“retentional” kind has a double intentionality: one is aux-
iliary to the constitution of the immanent Object, of the
sound. This is what we term “primary remembrance” of the
sound just sensed, or more plainly just retention of the sound.
The other is that which is constitutive of the unity of this pri-
mary remembrance in the flux. That is, retention is at one
with this, that it is further-consciousness [Noch-Bewusstsein];
it is that which holds back, in short, it is precisely retention,
retaining of the second level and finally with reference to the primal datum, which here is thoroughly Objectified. Analogous to this is the way in which presentification of the appearance of a thing has intention not only with reference to this appearance but also with reference to the appearing thing itself. A still better analogy can be drawn from the way in which a memory of A not only makes us conscious of the memory but also makes us conscious of A as that which is remembered in the memory.

Accordingly, we believe that these retentions, constituted in the flux of consciousness by means of the continuity of the retentional modifications and conditions, are continuous retentions of the continuously preceding ones; they are the unity of the flux itself as a one-dimensional, quasi-temporal order. If I orient myself on a sound, I enter attentively into “transverse-intentionality” (always experiencing unity in primal sensation as sensation of the actual tonal now, in retentional modifications as primary remembrances of the series of tonal points which have expired and in the flux of retentional modifications of primal sensations and retentions already on hand); then the enduring sound is present there, ever widening in its duration. If I adapt myself to the “longitudinal intentionality” and to what is self-constituting in it, then I turn my reflective regard from the sound (which has endured for such and such a period) to what is new in the primal sensation at a point in the before-all-at-once and to what is retained “conjointly” therewith following a continuous series. What is retained is past consciousness in its series of phases (first of all, its preceding phase). Then, in the constant flowing-forth of consciousness, I grasp the retained series of expired consciousness with the boundary-point of the actual primal sensation and the continuous shoving-back of this series with the fresh onset of retentions and primal sensations.

One can ask here: Can I find and lay hold of at a glance the entire retentional consciousness of the past flow of consciousness, this retentional consciousness being enclosed in a before-all-at-once? Obviously, the necessary process is this: I must first grasp the before-all-at-once, which is retentionally modified; indeed, it is what it is only in flux. Now, the flux, so far as it modifies this before-all-at-once, is intentionally in coincidence with itself. This constitutes unity in the flux and the one and identical element maintains a constant mode of being shoved back. An ever new element is joined on in front only to immerge again immediately in its momentary nexus. During this process, the regard can remain fixed on the momentary all-at-once which sinks down, but the constitution of the retentional unity reaches out beyond this and adds to the ever new. The regard can be directed thereon in the process, and it is always consciousness in flux as constituted unity.

Consequently, like two aspects of one and the same thing, there are in the unique flux of consciousness two inseparable, homogeneous intentionalities which require one another and are interwoven with one another. By means of the one, immanent time is constituted, i.e., an Objective time, an authentic time in which there is duration and alteration of that which endures. In the other is constituted the quasi-temporal disposition of the phases of the flux, which ever and necessarily has the flowing now-point, the phase of actuality, and the series of pre-actual and post-actual (of the not yet actual) phases. This pre-phenomenal, pre-immanent temporality is constituted intentionally as the form of temporally constitutive consciousness and in the latter itself. The flux of the immanent, temporally constitutive consciousness not only is, but is so remarkably and yet so intelligibly constituted that a self-appearance of the flux necessarily subsists in it, and hence the flux itself must necessarily be comprehensible in the flowing. The self-appearance of the flux does not require a second flux, but qua phenomenon it is constituted in itself.28 The constitut-

ing and the constituted coincide, yet naturally they cannot coincide in every respect. The phases of the flux of consciousness in which phases of the same flux of consciousness are phenomenally constituted cannot be identical with these constituted phases, and they are not. What is caused to appear in the momentary-actual [Momentan Aktuellen] of the flux of consciousness is the past phase of the flux of consciousness in the series of retentional moments of this flux.

§ 40. The Constituted Immanent Content

Let us now go over to the level of the immanent “content,” whose constitution is the work of the absolute flux of consciousness, and consider it somewhat more closely. This immanent content is made up of lived experiences in the usual sense: the data of sensation (even if unnoticed), for example, a red, a blue, and the like; further, appearances (the appearance of a house, of the environment, etc.), whether or not we pay attention to them and their “objects.” In addition, there are the “acts” of asserting, wishing, willing, and so on, and the reproductive modifications (fantasies, memories) pertaining to them. All are contents of consciousness, contents of primal consciousness which is constitutive of temporal objects. Primal consciousness, it should be noted, is not in this sense again a content, an object in phenomenological time.

The immanent contents are what they are only so far as during their “actual” duration they refer ahead to something futural and back to something past. In this reference thither and back, however, there is still something different to be distinguished. In each primal phase which primordially constitutes the immanent content we have retentions of the preceding and protentions of the coming phases of precisely this content, and these protentions are fulfilled as long as this content endures. These “determinate” retentions and protentions have an obscure horizon. Flowing, they pass over into inde-

terminate ones with reference to the past and future running-off of the stream. Through these retentions and protentions, the actual content of the stream is joined together. From retentions and protentions, then, we must distinguish those recollections and expectations which are not directed toward the constitutive phases of the immanent content but which presentify past or future immanent contents. The contents endure: they have their time; they are individual Objectivities which are the unities of alteration or constancy [Unveränderung].

§ 41. Self-Evidence of the Immanent Content—
Alteration and Constancy

If one speaks of the self-evident givenness of an immanent content, it is obvious that this self-evidence cannot mean indubitable certainty with regard to the temporal existence of a sound at a point. Self-evidence so grasped (as, is admitted by Brentano, for example) I would hold to be a fiction. If to be extended in time belongs to the essence of a content given in perception, then the indubitableness of the perception can mean nothing other than indubitableness with reference to the temporally extended existent.29 And this signifies again that any question directed toward individual existence can find its answer only by means of a regress to perception which gives us individual existence in the strictest sense. To the extent that perception itself is yet mixed with what is not perception, to this extent perception itself is still doubtful. However, if it is a matter of immanent content and not of empirical materialities, then duration and alteration, coexistence and succession are completely and entirely to be realized in perceptions, and often enough are actually realized. It happens that in perceptions those which are purely intuitive are perceptions which in the true sense are constitutive of the enduring or changing

of sensing. Every act of presentification, however, is itself actually present through an impressional consciousness. In a certain sense, then, all lived experiences are known through impressions or are impressed. Among them, however, are those which occur as presentifying modifications of consciousness, and to every consciousness there corresponds such a modification. (In view of this, therefore, presentification is not at the same time to be understood as an attentive act of meaning.) An act of perception is consciousness of an object. As consciousness, it is also an impression, something immanently present. To this immanent presentation, to the perception of an A, corresponds the reproductive modification, the presentification of the act of perception, the act of perception in phantasy or memory. Such a “perception in phantasy” is at the same time, however, a phantasy of the perceived Object. In perception, an Object, let us say, a thing or concrete process, stands forth as present. The perception, therefore, is not only present itself, it is also a presentation. In it something actually present stands forth—the thing, the process. In just the same way, a presentificational modification of the perception is also a presentification of the perceived Object; the thing-Object [Dingobjekt] is phantasied, remembered, expected.

In primordial consciousness are constituted all impressions, primary content such as lived experiences which are “consciousness of.” For all lived experiences divide into these two fundamental classes: the one class of lived experiences consists of acts which are “consciousness of.” These are lived experiences which have “reference to something.” The other lived experiences do not. The sensed color does not have a reference to anything.30 Neither does the content of phantasy, e.g., a phantasm of red as a red floating before the mind (although not taken notice of). To be sure, however, phantasy-consciousness of red, and, indeed, all primitive presentifications do have such a reference. We find, therefore, impressions which are presentifications of impressional consciousness. As impressional consciousness is consciousness of the immanent, so also impressional presentification is presentification of the immanent.

An impression (in the narrower sense, in contrast to presentification) is to be grasped as primary consciousness which has no further consciousness behind it in which we are aware of it. On the other hand, presentification, including the most primitive immanent presentification, is, as such, secondary consciousness. It presupposes primary consciousness in which we are impressionally aware of it.

§ 43. The Constitution of Thing-Appearances
[ Dingerecheinungen ] and Things—Constituted Apprehensions and Primal Apprehensions

Let us consider such a primary consciousness, let us say, the perception of this copper ash tray. It stands forth as enduring, material being. On reflection we can distinguish: (1) the perception itself (the concrete perceptual apprehension taken together with the data of apprehension: the perceptual appearance in the mode of certainty, for example), and (2) the perceived (which is to be described in self-evident judgments based on perception). The perceived is also what is meant; the act of meaning “lives” in the act of perception. The perceptual apprehension in its modes is, as reflection teaches, itself something immanently and temporally constituted, standing forth in the unity of presentness [ Gegenwärtigkeit ] although it is not meant. It is constituted through the multiplicity of now-phases and retentions. The contents of apprehension, as well as the intentions of apprehension to which the mode of cer-
tainty belongs, are constituted in this way. The contents of sensation are constituted as unities in sensible impressions, the apprehensions in other act-impressions involved with them. Perception as a constituted phenomenon is, in its turn, perception of the thing.

The thing-appearance is constituted in the primary apprehension of time, the thing-apprehension as an enduring, unaltered phenomenon or as one that is altered. And in the unity of this alteration we are “conscious of” a new unity: the unity of the unaltered or altering thing, unaltered or altering in its time, its duration. In the same impressional consciousness in which the perception is constituted, the perceived is also constituted and in exactly the same way. It belongs to the essence of a consciousness so constructed that it is a consciousness of unity which at the same time is of both a transcendent and an immanent kind. And it also belongs to the essence of this consciousness that an intentional regard can be directed now on the material sensation, now on the appearance, now on the object. The same holds, *mutatis mutandis*, for all “acts.” At all times, it belongs to the essence of these acts to have intentionality of a transcendent kind, an intentionality they are able to have only through something immanently constituted, through “apprehensions.” And at all times, this establishes the possibility of setting the immanent, the apprehension with its immanent content, in relation to the transcendent. And this setting-in-relation again results in an “act,” an act of a higher level.

At the same time, it is well to consider that in perception a complex of contents of sensation, which themselves are constituted unities in the primordial temporal flux, undergoes unity of apprehension. And the unitary apprehension is in its turn a constituted unity in the first sense. We are not conscious of immanent unities in their constitution in the same way that we are conscious of what appears in transcendent appearance or of what is perceived in transcendent perception. On the other hand, they must still have a community of essence. For an immanent impression is an act of presentation just as perception is. In the one case we have an immanent presentation, in the other a transcendent presentation “through” appearances. Therefore, while transcendent appearances are unities constituted in internal consciousness, other unities, namely, the appearing Objects, must again be constituted “in” these unities.

As we saw, the immanent unities are constituted in the flux of multiplicities of temporal shading. We have there, pertaining to every temporal point of the immanent content, following in the flux of consciousness along the longitudinal direction, the diverse, modified contents which are characterized as retentional modifications of the primal content in the now-character. And these primal contents are carriers of primal apprehensions which in their flowing nexus constitute the temporal unity of the immanent content in its moving back into the past. The “contents,” in the case of perceptual appearance, are just these complete appearances as temporal unities. Therefore, perceptual apprehension is also constituted in such a multiplicity of shading which becomes homogeneous through the unity of temporal apprehension. We must, therefore, understand apprehension here in a twofold sense: as that which is immanently constituted, and as that which belongs to the immanent constitution, to the phases of the primordial flux itself, the primal apprehension which is no longer constituted. In the immanent flowing-off of appearances, in the continual succession of apprehensions in phenomenological time which we call perception, there is constituted now a temporal unity, insofar as the continuity of apprehensions yields not only unity of the altering appearances (as, for example, the series of aspects provided by the rotation of a thing which appear as aspects of the same thing) but also the unity of the appearances of an enduring or altering thing.

Immanent time is Objectified to a time of Objects con-
stituted in immanent appearances by this means: that in the
multiplicity of shading of the contents of sensation as unities
of phenomenological time—in other words, in the phenomeno-
logical-temporal multiplicity of shading of apprehensions of
these contents—appears an identical materiality [Dinglichkeit]
which continually manifests itself in all phases in multiplicities
of shading. 31 The thing is constituted in the flowing-off of its
appearances, which are themselves constituted as immanent
unities in the flux of primordial impressions and necessarily
constituted one with the other. The appearing thing is con-
stituted because unities of sensation and homogeneous appre-
hensions are constituted in the primordial flux; therefore,
there is always consciousness of something, exhibition [Dar-
stellung], more precisely, presentation of something and, in the
continuing succession, exhibition of the same. The streams of
exhibition [Darstellungsinfluenzen] have such flow and cohesion
that what appears in them diverges in multiplicities, formed
just so and in just such a way, of shadings of exhibition like
the content of sensations in shadings of sensation. Precisely
for this reason the multiplicity of apprehension is character-
ized as representative, just as immanent impressions are so
characterized.

One sees at once that if the primally presented sensible data,
outside of primal presentations and the primal retentions and
pretentions essentially correlated with them, continuously
sustain the apprehensional characters of the spatio-material
constitution, then phenomenological time, to which the data
of sensation and apprehensions of things pertain, and the space-
time of things must coincide point for point. With every point
of phenomenal time that is filled, a point of Objective time
also filled manifests itself (by means of the content of sensa-
tion and the apprehensions which are found in it).

In view of this, in the vertical lines of the diagram not only
do we have the pervasive vertical coincidence which belongs to
the phenomenological constitution of time (according to which
the primal datum $E_2$ and the retentional modification $O'$ and
$E_1'$ are united in a moment), but also the retentional shad-
ings (which belong to each vertical line) of the apprehensions
of things as such stand in pervasive coincidence. There are
two coincidences, therefore. The line of apprehensions of
things coincides, not only so far as it co-constitutes a continu-
ous succession but also so far as it constitutes the same thing.
The former is a coincidence of connecting essential similarity,
the latter a coincidence of identity, because in the continuous
identifying of the succession we are conscious of what endures
as identical. Naturally, also pertaining to this is the continu-
ous, successive identifying of vertical line with vertical line
by the fulfillment of pretentions which now also have Ob-
jective-spatial sense.

The analogy between the constitution of immanent and
transcendent unities has already been indicated. As "shadings
of sensation" [Empfindungs-Abschattungen] (primal data of
exhibition for unities of sensation in phenomenological time)
have their law, their essential character, in the primal succe-

and of the Material in Time, pp. 164ff.
sion, and, through the modification reproduced in the dia-
gram, they constitute the unity of sensation, so do matters also
stand with shadings of things or with "appearances," which
now function as primal data of the primal succession. The pri-
mal succession of moments of appearance, by virtue of the
time-founding retentions, and the like, constitutes appearance
(altered or unaltered) as phenomenological-temporal unity.
In addition, however, appearances from the multiplicity of ap-
pearances which belong to the same unaltered thing have an
ontic essence (the essence of the appearing thing) which is
completely the same—just as the momentary data belonging
to an unaltered red are of completely the same essence. Like
the lines of alteration of red, the lines of alteration of a thing
are also governed by a fixed law. Thus, in one something two-
fold is intentionally constituted: the appearance and the ap-
pearing thing, and in different appearances, either unaltered
or altered appearing things.

Now, the question naturally arises: what sort of properties
have thing-appearances which are appearances of the same
thing? This is the question of the constitution of spatial things,
which presupposes, therefore, the constitution of time.

§ 44. Internal and External Perception

Now we shall speak of an enduring perception, i.e., of the
perception of things as well as of immanent perception. Along
with the perception of things, one also includes under percep-
tion continuous perceptual appearance, the continuity of the
now-appearance of things, apart from protentional and reten-
tional interweavings. The thing-appearance, the "thing in its
orientation," in its determinate exhibition, and so forth, is
something that endures just as much as the thing as such which
appears. Even a merely apparent surface is something that

endures and in its duration is altered. Properly speaking, I may
not speak of "the thing in its orientation" but of the occurrence
of the thing-appearance which, if the orientation remains un-
altered, continues to endure and otherwise is a continuous flow
of alteration of appearances but within a duration.

Even with the perception of an immanent Object, we can
take together what is immanent in the now in its continuity;
then, however, we have the duration of the Object itself. The
Object does not appear in the sense that it does in external
perception. Therefore, while in the case of the consciousness
of an external Object, "perception" can denote the external
appearance of an immanent Object (perception and the per-
ceived being then obviously different), if we speak of internal
perception, and at the same time also hold that perception and
the perceived are to remain distinct, then the immanent, i.e.,
the Object itself, cannot be understood under perception. If
we speak of internal perception, then we must understand by
this either (1) the internal consciousness of the homogeneous
immanent Object which is present as constituting the temporal
even without a directed glance of attention [ohne Zuwendung];
or (2) internal consciousness with the directed glance of at-
tention. In view of this, it is easy to see that the act of directing
our attention is the apprehending of an immanent process
which has its immanent duration, which coincides with the
duration of the immanent sound during the directed glance of
attention to it.

In the case of external Objects we have, therefore:

(1) The external appearance.

(2) The constitutive consciousness in which the external
appearance as immanent is constituted.

(3) The directed glance of attention, which can just as
well be a directed glance of attention toward the appearance
and its components as a directed glance of attention toward
the appearing thing. Only the latter comes into question
when we speak of external perception.

170ff., and Appendix XII: Internal Consciousness and the Compre-
hension of Lived Experience, pp. 175ff.
An analogous study must be carried out for memory, the difference being that memory has its own intentionality, namely, that of presentification. Memory has its unity as a process in internal consciousness and has in the unity of immanent time its position and duration. This is true whether the memory is of the immanent or the transcendent. And every remembrance is (if we disregard the directed glance of attention) also remembrance of the immanent. Therefore, while the consciousness of an immanent sound as originary internal consciousness can have no immanent temporality, the presentificational consciousness of an immanent sound (which in an appropriately altered sense is presentificational consciousness of the internal consciousness of the sound) is an immanent Object belonging to immanent temporality.

§ 45. The Constitution of Non-Temporal Transcendencies

We must further observe that every consciousness in a unitary sense (as a constituted immanent unity) is at the same time necessarily also unity of consciousness of the objective to which it "refers." But not every consciousness is itself time-consciousness, i.e., consciousness of something temporal, something constituting intentional time. Thus, a judicative consciousness of a mathematical state of affairs is an impression, but the mathematical state of affairs which in its unity "is there" undivided is nothing temporal; the act of judgment is not an act of presentation (or of presentification). Accordingly, one can say of a thing, an event, or a temporal being that it is represented in phantasy, that it appears according to the mode of phantasy, memory, expectation, or that it appears retentionally: and, likewise, one can say that the thing appears as actually present, that it is perceived. But one cannot say that a mathematical state of affairs appears as present or as presentified. The act of judgment can be of long or short duration, has its extensity in subjective time, and can be actually present or presentified. What is judged, however, is not long or short, enduring or less enduring. And so also with regard to what is quasi-judged in the presentification of the judgment. What is presentified is the judgment and not the judged. If one says that he "merely imagines" a state of affairs, this does not mean that the state of affairs is presentified but that it subsists in the character of a modification of neutrality rather than in the character of belief. The modalities of belief in no way coincide with those of the present-not present but cut across them. With regard to an individual state of affairs, one can still speak—unauthentically—of temporal characters so far as the matter which in the state of affairs is logically-articulated and grasped synthetically can be present according to the mode of perception or presentified according to the mode of phantasy. But for a non-temporal state of affairs, i.e., for one that does not in any way deal with the temporal, it makes no sense. To phantasy oneself making a mathematical judgment does not mean to cause the mathematical state of affairs to become an idea of phantasy, as if the state of affairs could be something exhibited which is presenting or presentifying.

Appearance in the pregnant sense of presentation [Präsen- tation] also pertains to the sphere of actual presentation [Gegenwärtigung] and its modifications. It pertains to the constitution of the appearing, or, better, to the real givenness of individual being that it is given in the form of a continuity of appearances as exhibitions. That states of affairs can also "merely appear" and demand proof in a real givenness is obvious. This also changes nothing concerning what has been said, namely, that states of affairs ("facts of nature") grounded in individual appearances (natural appearances)
tain givenness on the basis of the underlying data of appear-
ance, therefore, in a similar way through infinities of "exhibi-
tions." It spite of this, it must be said that the "exhibition"
(appearance) of the state of affairs is not exhibition in the
true sense, but rather in a derived sense. The state of affairs
is not really something temporal. It subsists for a determinate
time but is itself not something in time like a thing or an oc-
currence. The act of exhibition [Darstellen] and the conscious-
ness of time belong not to the state of affairs as such but to
the matter of the state.

The same also holds of all other secondary acts and their
correlates. A value has no position in time. A temporal Object
may be beautiful, pleasant, useful, etc., and may be all this in
a determinate time. But the beauty, pleasantness, and so on,
have no place in nature and in time. These qualities are not
what appears in presentations and presentifications.
PART TWO

ADDEDA AND SUPPLEMENTS TO THE ANALYSIS OF TIME-CONSCIOUSNESS FROM THE YEARS 1905–1910

APPENDIX I

PRIMAL IMPRESSION AND ITS CONTINUUM OF MODIFICATIONS

Every primal impression is characterized as such and every modification as such. Further, every modification is a continuous modification. This, indeed, distinguishes this kind of modification from the phantasmal and the figurative. Each of these temporal modifications is a dependent limit in a continuum. And this continuum has the character of a one-sided, limited, orthogonal [orthoiden] multiplicity. This multiplicity has its beginning in the primal impression and continues as a modification in a given direction. Pairs of points having like intervals in this continuum constitute temporal phases of Objects, these phases being Objectively the same distance apart.

When we speak of a “modification” we have in mind, above all, the alteration according to which the primal impression

1. To § 12, p. 52.
continuously “dies away.” Nonetheless, each modification is obviously to be considered in the same sense as a modification of any given preceding modification. If we abstract any phase of the continuum, we can say that it dies away; and the same is true of any additional phase. This, indeed, is part of the essence of every such (unilaterally directed) continuum. It behaves exactly as in the continuity of intensities spreading out from O. The augmentation is here the modification which every intensity undergoes. Every intensity in itself is what it is and every new intensity is precisely a new one. But in relation to any intensity already given, every phase later in the series can be considered as the result of an operation. If B is the augmentation of A, then C is the augmentation of an augmentation with reference to A. Thanks to the continuity, not every point is simply an augmentation in relation to a preceding one, but an augmentation of an augmentation, and so on ad infinitum and infinitesimally—an infinity of modifications, one into the other. Only here there is no beginning point which itself can be considered as an intensity. The beginning is here a null-point. It is part of the essence of every linear continuum that, proceeding from an arbitrary point, we are able to consider that every other point is continually generated from the first, and every continuous generation is a generation through continuous iteration. We can divide every interval ad infinitum and with every division we can envision the later points of division produced mediately through the earlier, and thus any given point you choose is finally produced by one of infinitely many augmentations (of which each is the same infinitely small augmentation). It is also thus with regard to temporal modifications—or, rather, whereas with other continua the talk of generation was only figurative, what we have here is a real description. The temporally constitutive continuum is a flux of continuous generation of modifications of modifications. Starting from the actual now, i.e., from the actual primal impression, the modifications in the sense of iterations proceed, but continually forward. They are not only modifications with reference to primal impressions but also, as regards the series, modifications of one another in the order in which they proceed. This is the characteristic of continuous generation. Modifications continuously beget ever new modifications. The primal impression is the absolute beginning of this generation—the primal source, that from which all others are continuously generated. In itself, however, it is not generated; it does not come into existence as that which is generated but through spontaneous generation. It does not grow up (it has no seed): it is primal creation. Does this mean that a fresh now is continuously added on to the now which is modified into a not-now? Or does the now generate, spring up all of a sudden, a source? These are the images. One can only say that consciousness is nothing without an impression. Where something endures, there a goes over into x+a’, x+a’ into yx’+d”, and so on. The generation of consciousness, however, goes only from a to d’, from xa’ to xa’d”. On the other hand, the a, x, y is nothing generated by consciousness; it is the primarily generated, the “new,” that which comes into existence foreign to consciousness, that which is received as opposed to that which is generated through the spontaneity proper to consciousness. The unique quality of the spontaneity of consciousness, however, is that it merely brings about the growth, the development of the primally generated. It creates nothing “new.” Of course, what empirically we call becoming or generation refers to Objectivity, and this is something else again. Here it is a matter of the spontaneity of consciousness, or more circumspectly, the primal spontaneity of consciousness.

Now, the moment of origin—according as it is a matter of the primal source of the now of the constituted content or of the spontaneous generations of consciousness in which the identity of this now continues into the past—is either primal impression or primal remembrance, primal phantasy, etc. If we follow the order of succession of the strata, then every
moment of origin of a stratum is the primal source of spontaneous generations which go through the additional strata in their continuous transformations and which represent this moment of origin therein (the moment, that is, which belongs simply and solely to the stratum which is first apprehended). Further, every moment of origin is a phase of a continuous series of such moments which go over into one another through a succession of strata. In other words, every moment of origin helps to constitute a concrete duration, and it belongs to the constitution of a concrete duration that an actual now corresponds to every point of this duration; on its side, this now requires for its constitution a proper moment of origin. These moments in the succession are continuously one, "go continuously over into one another." The transition is "qualitatively" established and, at the same time, is also temporal. The quasi-temporal character is a constant one.

APPENDIX II

PRESENTIFICATION AND PHANTASY—IMPRESSION AND IMAGINATION ¹

"Presentification" in the broadest sense and "phantasy" in the broadest sense, i.e., in the sense of general, although not completely unambiguous, discourse, are not the same thing. In the first place, we have non-intuitive memories and other presentifications, and these we would never call phantasies. On the other hand, we certainly say, in the case of an intuitive presentification, that what is remembered hovers before us "in phantasy" (or at least we can say something like this). However, we do not call the memory itself a phantasy. Presentification, moreover, can be a self-presentification or a symbolizing (analogical) one. In the last case, we should say that what is presentified hovers before us "in the form of a phantasy-image" or is symbolized in a phantasy-appearance. Then the phantasy-image is the business of phantasy, but that which goes beyond it, the reference to what is portrayed, is no longer such. One cannot characterize what is portrayed itself as appearing in the phantasy, as if here two phantasies, one constituted on top of the other, lay before him. Wherever phantasy is mentioned, i.e., phantasy of an object, it is at all times common to say that the object appears in an appearance—specifically, in a presentifying appearance—not in a presentative one. What is implied by this? What is meant here by

1. To § 17, pp. 63ff.
the character of illusion, of presentificational being-now, etc.), serve as a basis for the split into impression and imagination—so also with wishing, willing, and so on. At the same time, however, in the sphere of “internal sense” we must distinguish between sensation and Appearance just as we did in the sphere of external sense. In the case of Appearance, however, we must distinguish between the Appearance itself and its modal characters. Thus, for example, I believe this or that. This belief is actual belief, is an impression. To this belief corresponds a phantasm “belief.” This belief in itself, or the sensation of belief, is to be distinguished from the act of belief in apprehension as my state, my act of judgment. I have perceptual consciousness of myself and my act of judgment, and in this apprehension we must distinguish the internal Appearance and the modality of the act of belief, which posits being (my act of belief) and enters into existing reality. It is enough to separate the “act of belief” and the “apprehension” of this act without taking this apprehension as psychological apprehension, which posits the immanent in connection with the real world.

Therefore, every consciousness has the character either of “sensation” or of “phantasm.” Every consciousness, every “sensation” in the broadest sense, is precisely something “perceptible” and “imaginable” or something rememberable, i.e., in every way capable of being experienced. Ever and again, however, we have consciousness which has its possible counterpart in phantasm.

APPENDIX III

THE CORRELATIONAL INTENTIONS OF PERCEPTION
AND MEMORY—THE MODES OF TIME-
CONSCIOUSNESS ¹

Let us now consider the mode of consciousness “remembrance.” As unmodified consciousness, it is “sensation” or what amounts to the same thing, impression. Or, more clearly, it may include phantasms, but it itself is not the modification according to phantasy of another consciousness as the corresponding sensation. However, an Appearance is included therein. I remember something past; in the remembrance is contained the imaginary Appearance of the occurrence, which appears with a background of Appearance to which I myself belong. This total appearance has the character of an imaginative Appearance, but in a mode of belief which characterizes memory. We can then posit the memory itself in the phantasy, can have memory in the phantasy and also in the memory. I dwell on [lebe in] a memory and the memory suddenly emerges “that I have remembered such and such,” or I phantasy that I have a memory. At the same time, to be sure, we find the modality of the memory transformed into a corresponding phantasm, but the matter of the memory, the memory-Appearance, is not itself further modified any more than the phantasms contained in it have been further modified. There is no phantasm of the second level. And the entire memory-Appear-

¹. To § 33, pp. 96ff.
ance making up the matter of the memory is phantasm and likewise does not undergo further modification.

If, furthermore, I then have a memory of memory, there appears in association with a process of remembrance—i.e., a consciousness in which imaginary Appearances in the qualitative mode of remembrance stand forth and run off—a "modified" remembrance. In view of this, essentially the same is to be said as before. The qualitative mode of the simple memory is replaced by "memory of memory," i.e., I have a phantasm of memory (going along with that of the entire process of remembrance). But the phantasm of memory is a character of memory of . . . based on an imaginary Appearance, and this is identically the same in the case of simple memory and memory-of-memory [Erinnerungs-Erinnerung].

If one says that it is characteristic of memory, in contrast to everything that forms its content, that there is an apprehension which supplies the reference of the memory to the actual perceptual reality, this is certainly correct but changes nothing of what has been said. With regard to this apprehension itself, then, we must distinguish the content and the mode of belief. In the case of simple memory, which, let us say, I now have, the apprehension is naturally a different one from that of the memory-of-memory, in which the remembered memory refers to a remembered now as the point of actuality. But the principal thing here is that the Appearances (which we take wholly empirically, just as appearances) can undergo no modification. And the same is true for the contents of the apprehensions of memory, which give the Appearances reference to the now, these naturally being not completely intuitive.

This reference to the actual now, which is the characteristic of memory and distinguishes it from "mere phantasy," is not, however, to be grasped as something added on externally. This reference has an obvious analogue in the reference of every perception to an actual here. Furthermore, just as every memory points to an infinite nexus of memory (to something earlier), so every perception points back to an infinite nexus of perception (a manifold infinity). (The here is not perceptible thereby, i.e., not itself given in the memory.) We can now also take a perception purely for itself, outside its nexus. However, this nexus, although not really present as the connection of the perception with additional perceptions, nevertheless lies "potentially" in the intention. That is, if we consider the complete perception at any moment, it still has connections, in the sense that belonging to it is a complex of determinate or indeterminate intentions which leads further and which when evaluated is fulfilled in additional perceptions. This nexus of intentions is not to be cut away. As far as the individual sensation is concerned, it is in truth nothing individual. That is, the primary contents are at all times bearers of rays of apprehension [Aufsagensstrahlen] and never occur without these rays, no matter how indeterminate the latter may be. The same thing is true of memory. It has in itself its "nexus," i.e., as memory it has its form, which we describe as forward-and-backward-directed intentional moments, without which it cannot be. Its fulfillment requires lines of memories which discharge into the actual now. It is impossible to separate the "memory for itself" without regard to the intentions which connect it with others. It is equally impossible to detach these intentions themselves.

"Memory for itself" already has these intentions. There is no "mere phantasy" to be gathered from it. But one might say that memory is still memory of a former now, a quasi-perception, which brings about consciousness of a temporal flow. Why shouldn’t we hold fast to the entire phenomenon and be able to cut away the real intentions of memory on either side? This question may be answered as follows: the perception itself, the "originary" act, not only has its nexus of spatiality but also its nexuses of temporality. Every perception has its retentional and protentional halo. The modification of a perception must also—in a modified way—contain this double
halo, and what distinguishes “mere phantasy” from memory is that this whole intentional complex has at one time the character of actuality, at another that of inactuality.

Every sensation has its intentions, which lead from the now to a new now, and so on: the intention toward the future and on the other side the intention toward the past. As far as memory is concerned, it also has its memorial intentions of the future. These intentions are fully determinate insofar as their fulfillment (provided they, in general, are at our disposal) proceeds in a definite direction and is fully determined with regard to content. However, in the case of perception the intentions of the future are in general not determined with regard to their matter and are first determined through the actual additional perception. (What is determined is only that after all something will come.)

As regards the intentions of the past, they are wholly determinate but reversed, so to speak. There is a definite connection between the actual perception and the chain of memories, but it is such that the intentions of memory (as unilaterally directed) terminate in the perception. Now these memories are obviously only possibilities; they are only exceptionally, or only a few of them, actually given with the perception. On the other hand, it is still true that the perception is endowed with matching intentions of the past, but with empty ones, corresponding to those memories of nexuses of memories. Not only the empty just-past, which has its orientation on the actual now, but also, as one might well say, vague, empty intentions which concern what lies further back are directed toward the now. These intentions become actualized or attain fulfillment in that, so to speak, through recollection we go back at a bound to the past and then again intuitively presentify the past progressively to the now. One can say that the present is always born out of the past, naturally, a determinate present out of a determinate past. Or better, a determinate flux ever and again runs its course. The actual now sinks away and goes over into a fresh now, and so on. If this is a necessity of an a priori kind, still it implies an “association,” i.e., the past nexus is determined experientially, and further determined is “that something or other will come.” But we are now led from this secondary factor (the complex of temporal intentions of experience) to the originary one, and this subsists in nothing other than in precisely the transition from the actual now to the new now.

Now it pertains to the essence of perception that it not only has a punctual now in view and has dismissed from view a just-having-been (and yet, in the characteristic manner of the “just-having-been,” is “still conscious of”) but also that it goes over from now to now and fore-seeing [vorblickend] faces each one. The wakeful [wache] consciousness, the wakeful life, is a living-in-face-of [Entgegenleben], a living from one now toward the next. By this, we are not merely or primarily thinking about attentiveness. Rather, it seems to me that independently of attentiveness (in the narrower and in the broader sense) an originary intention goes from now to now, being linked with the now indeterminate, now more or less determinate intentions of experience which spring from the past. These, indeed, trace out the lines of linkage. The regard from the now to the new now, this transition, however, is something originary, which first smooths the way for future intentions of experience. I said above that this belongs to the essence of perception; it is better to say that it belongs to the essence of impression. It is certainly true of every “primary content,” of every sensation. “Phantasm” and content of memory imply the corresponding modification of this consciousness, as “as-if consciousness” [Gleichsam-Bewusstsein]. And if it is to be real memory, an ordering into the past belongs to this as-if consciousness. The modification of consciousness consists in this, that the entire originary consciousness of the moments concerned preserves its modification fully and completely. This is also true, therefore, of the temporal
intentions in whose nexus the impressional regard wholly and completely belongs, and it is in general true of the entire intentional nexus in which that originary impression fits and from which it receives its character.

We consider sensation as the primordial time-consciousness. In it is constituted the immanent unity color or sound, the immanent unity wish or favor, and so on. The activity of phantasy is the modification of this time-consciousness; it is presentification. In it are constituted presentified color, wish, and so on. However, presentification can be memory, expectation, or also “mere phantasy,” in which case we cannot speak of a modification. Sensation is presentative time-consciousness. Presentification is also sensation, is actually present, is constituted as unity in presentative time-consciousness. The differences between now-presentation and just-now-presentation [Soeben-Gegenwärtigung], which together belong to concrete presentation-consciousness, come into question only as modes of presentative time-consciousness. Furthermore, this is also true of the difference between actual presentation, which in itself has its now-presentation phase, and independent autonomous retention, which indeed has reference to the actual now but itself does not include a now-presentation, e.g., the consciousness of a tone which has just sounded. Accordingly, we have as essential modes of time-consciousness: (1) “sensation” as actual presentation and essentially entwined with it but also capable of autonomy, retention, and protention (originary spheres in the broader sense); (2) positing presentification (memory), co-presentification, and re-presentification (expectation); (3) phantasy-presentification as pure phantasy, in which all the same modes occur in phantasy-consciousness.

Appendix IV

recollection and the constitution of temporal objects [Zeitobjekten] and objective [objektiver] time

I can “repeat” the perception of a temporal Object, but in the succession of these perceptions is constituted the consciousness of two like temporal Objects. Only in recollection can I have repeated an identical temporal object. I can also verify in recollection that what is perceived is the same as that which is subsequently recollected. This takes place in the simple remembrance, “I have perceived that,” and in the recollection of the second level, “I have a memory of that.” Thus the temporal Object can become a repeated experiential act. If the Object has been given once, then it can be given as often as you like, examined again and in different acts, which then form a succession, can be identified.

Recollection is not only re-consciousness [Wiederbewusstsein] on behalf of the Object, but as the perception of a temporal Object it carries its temporal horizon with it, so that recollection also repeats the consciousness of this horizon. Two recollections can be memories of like Objects, e.g., two like sounds. However, they are recollections of the same temporal Object not when the mere content of duration is the same but when the temporal horizon is the same, when, therefore, both recollections fully and completely repeat one another. To § 32, pp. 94ff.
other with regard to intentional content, apart from differences in clarity or obscurity, incompleteness, etc. The identity of temporal Objects, therefore, is a constitutive product of unity of certain possible coincidences of identification of recollections. Temporal Objectivity is established in the subjective temporal flux, and to be identifiable in recollections and hence to be the subject of identical predicates is an essential part of this Objectivity.

Actually present time is oriented, is ever in flux and always oriented from a new now on. In recollection, time is indeed also given as oriented in every moment of the memory. But every point exhibits an Objective temporal point which can be identified again and again, and the interval of time is formed from purely Objective points and is itself identifiable again and again. What is the identical Object here? The series of primal impressions and continuous modifications, a series of similarities which establish self-coincident forms of lines of likeness or difference but within a general likeness—this series provides primordial consciousness of unity. In such a series of modifications we are necessarily conscious of a unity, the enduring sound (constantly like or altered), and from another point of view, the duration, in which the sound is one, and changes or does not change. And the sound continues; its duration “becomes greater,” and the sound “ceases,” is over. Its entire duration has expired and moves more and more into the past. Therefore, it, the sound, is given here, let us say, as a sound perpetually unchanged in its duration. But this sound unchanged in its duration—with regard to content—undergoes an alteration which concerns not the content but the entire mode of givenness of the “content in its duration.” If we adhere to the phenomenon, we quite certainly have different forms of unity. There is constant change of the modes of givenness, but through the lines of change which conform to every point of the duration, there is a unity: the tonal point. But apart from this identity, the tonal point is ever and again something other, namely, in the mode of temporal depth [Zeittiefe]. On the other hand, the continuity of the temporal flux provides unity, that of the flux of a changing or unchanging content, of the temporal object. It is this unity which moves into the past. With it, however, we still do not have complete temporal Objectivity.

The possibility of identification belongs to the constituting of time. I can again and again carry out a reminiscence (recollection), can always produce “again” any portion of time with its filling, and then in the succession of re-productions which I now have, can comprehend the same—the same duration with the same content, the same Object. The Object is a unity of consciousness which in repeated acts (therefore, in temporal succession) can appear as the same; it is that which is identical with regard to intention, which is identifiable in no matter how many acts of consciousness, that is, perceptible or re-perceptible in as many perceptions as you like. I can satisfy myself “at any time” of the identical “it is.” Thus an occurrence in time, for example: I can experience it for the first time; I can experience it again in repeated re-experiences and grasp its identity. I can come back to it again and again in my thinking and can verify this thinking through originary re-experience. Thus Objective time is first constituted and, to begin with, that of the just-past, with reference to which the process of experience in which duration is established and every retention of the entire duration are mere “shadings.” I have a primordial schema, a flux with its content, but in addition a primordial multiplicity of “I can”: I can go back to any place in the flux and produce it “once more.” As with the constitution of Objective spatiality, we also have an optimum here. The image of the duration in a simple retrospective glance [Rückblick] is unclear. In clear re-production [Wiedererzeugungen] I have it “itself,” and more clearly, the more nearly complete.
suppose the impressional "internal consciousness" of the immanent datum concerned in its primordial constitution, and this datum is concretely one with the actual primal impressions and inseparable from them. If we also denote "internal consciousness" as "perception," then we have here in fact strict simultaneity of the perception and the perceived.

2. Concerning "internal consciousness" cf. Appendix XII, pp. 175ff.

APPENDIX VI
COMPREHENSION OF THE ABSOLUTE FLUX—PERCEPTION IN THE FOURFOLD SENSE

The Objects in question here are temporal Objects which must be constituted. The sensible nucleus (the appearance without apprehension) is "now" and has just been and has been still earlier, and so on. In this now there is also retention of the past now of all levels of the duration of which we are now conscious. Every past now retentionally harbors in itself all earlier levels. A bird just now flies through the sunlit garden. In the phase which I have just seized, I find the retentional consciousness of the past shadings of the duration likewise in every fresh now. But the time-train [Zeitschwanz] is itself something which sinks back in time and has its own shading. The entire content of every now sinks into the past; this sinking, however, is no process which is reproduced ad infinitum. The bird changes its place; it flies. In every situation, the echo of earlier appearances clings to it (i.e., to its appearance). Every phase of this echo, however, fades while the bird flies farther on. Thus, a series of "reverberations" pertains to every subsequent phase, and we do not have a simple series of successive phases (let us say, every actual now with a phase) but a series with every individual successive phase.

Following the phenomenological reduction, every temporal

1. To § 34, p. 98.
appearance, therefore, is reduced to such a flux. The consciousness in which all this is reduced, I cannot myself again perceive, however. For this new perceived entity would again be something temporal which referred back to a constitutive consciousness of just such a kind, and so on, ad infinitum. The question arises, therefore, whence can I have knowledge of the constitutive flux? 2

The levels of the description (and of the constitution) of temporal Objects are the following, according to the explanations given hitherto. We have:

1. The properties of empirical Objects in the usual sense: there they are, etc.

2. In the phenomenological view, I take the Object as a phenomenon. I am directed toward the perception, toward the appearance and the appearing in their correlation. The real thing is in real space, endures, changes in real time, and so on. The appearing thing of perception has a space of appearance and a time of appearance. And, in turn, the appearances themselves and all forms of consciousness have their time, namely, their now and their temporal extensity in the form of now-previously [Jetzt-Vorher]: subjective time.

Yet we must take into consideration that the Object of perception appears in "subjective time," the Object of memory in a remembered time, the Object of phantasy in a phantasied, subjective time, the expected Object in an expected time. Perception, memory, expectation, phantasy, judgment, feeling, will—in short, everything which is an Object of reflection appears in the same subjective time, i.e., in the same time in which Objects of perception appear.

3. Subjective time is constituted in absolute, timeless consciousness, which is not an Object. Let us reflect now as to how this absolute consciousness attains givenness. We have a tonal appearance; we pay attention to the appearance as such. In such a thing as the sound of a violin (materially considered) the tonal appearance has its duration, and in this duration its constancy or alteration. I can pay attention to any phase of this appearance whatsoever (appearance is here the immanent tonal stimulus, apart from its "significance"). This, however, is not the final consciousness. This immanent sound is "constituted," i.e., continuous with the actual tonal now; we also have tonal shadings. In fact, exhibiting itself in these is the interval of tonal pasts which belong to this now. We can in some degree attend to this series. With a melody, for example, we can arrest a moment, as it were, and discover therein shadings of memory of the past notes. It is obvious that the same holds true for every individual note. We have, then, the immanent tonal now and the immanent tonal pasts in their series or continuity. In addition, however, we must have the following continuity: perception of the now and memory of the past; and this entire continuity must itself be a now. In fact, in the living consciousness of an object, I look back into the past from the now-point out. On the other hand, I can grasp the entire consciousness of an object as a now and say: Now I seize the moment and grasp the entire consciousness as an all-together, as an all-at-once. I hear just now a long whistle. It is like an extended line. At any moment, I stop and the line is extended from there on. The regard from this moment embraces an entire line and the consciousness of the line is grasped as simultaneous with the now-point of the whistle. Therefore, I have perception in a multiple sense. 3

1. I have a perception of the steam whistle, or rather of the whistle of the steam whistle.

2. I have a perception of the content of the sound itself which endures, and of the tonal process in its duration, apart from its disposition in nature.

3. I have a perception of the tonal now and at the same time attend to the conjoined just-having-been of the sound.

4. I have a perception of time-consciousness in the now. I

2. Cf. § 40, pp. 110ff.

3. Cf. § 17, pp. 63ff., and § 18, pp. 64ff.
attend to the now-appearing of the whistle, in other words, of
a sound, and to the now-appearing of a whistle extending in
such and such a way into the past (a now-whistle-phase and
a continuity of shading appears to me in this now).

What difficulties are there with regard to the last of these
perceptions? Naturally, I have time-consciousness without
this itself being again an Object. If I make an Object of it,
it itself again has a temporal position, and if I follow it from
moment to moment, it has a temporal extensity. There is no
doubt that such perception exists. As an apprehending regard
can attend to the flux of tonal phases, so it also can attend
to the continuity of these phases in the now of their appear-
ing, in which the material-Objective [Dinglich-Objektive] is
exhibited, and again to the continuity of alteration of this
momentary continuity. And the time of this “alteration” is
the same as the time of the Objective. If it is a question, for
example, of an unaltered sound, then the subjective temporal
duration of the immanent sound is identical with the temporal
extension of the continuity of the alteration of the appearance.

But do we not have something most highly remarkable
here? Can we in a real sense speak here of an alteration
where a constancy, an unaltered, filled-out duration is not
even thinkable? No possible constancy can be compared to
the continuous flux of the phases of appearance.

There is no duration in the primordial flux.* For duration
is the form of an enduring something, an enduring being,
something identical in the temporal series which last functions
as its duration. With occurrences such as a storm, the motion
of a meteorite, etc., it is a question of uniform nexuses of
alteration of enduring Objects. Objective [Objektive] time is a
form of “persistent” objects, their alterations, and other
processes concerned with them. “Process” is, therefore, a
concept which presupposes persistence. Persistence, however,
is a unity which is constituted in the flux, and it pertains to
the essence of flux that there can be nothing persistent in it.

In the flux there are phases of lived experience and continuous
series of phases. But such a phase is nothing persistent and
just as little is it a continuous series. Certainly, it is also in a
way an objectivity. I can direct my regard toward a prominent
phase in the flux or toward a part of the flux and identify
it in repeated presentation, come back to it again and
again and say: this part of the flux, and so also for the en-
tire flux, which I can identify in a specific way as this one.
But this identity is not the unity of something which persists,
and never can be such. It pertains to the essence of persist-
ence that what persists can persist either altered or unaltered.
Ideally, every alteration can pass over into constancy, motion
into rest and conversely, qualitative alteration into constancy.
The duration is then filled with the “same” phases.

In principle, however, no part of what is not-flux can ap-
pear. The flux is not a contingent flux as an Objective one
is. The variation of its phases can never cease and pass over
into a self-continuing of ever-like phases. But in a certain
sense is there not also something abiding about the flux, even
though no part of the flux can change into a not-flux? What
is abiding, above all, is the formal structure of the flux, the
form of the flux. That is, the flowing is not just flowing in
general; rather, each phase is of one and the same form. The
stable form is always newly filled with “content;” however,
this content is not something brought into the form from
the outside but is determined by the form of regularity [Gesetz-
mässigkeit]—but in such a way that this regularity does not
alone determine the concrete. The form consists in this, that
a now is constituted through an impression and that to the
impression is joined a train of retentions and a horizon of pro-
tentions. This abiding form, however, supports the conscious-
ness of a continuous change (this consciousness being a
primal matter of fact, namely, the consciousness of the trans-
formation of the impression into retention), while an impres-
sion is continuously present anew or, with reference to the
quiddity of the impression, the consciousness of the change

4. To the following, compare in particular § 36, p. 100.
of this quiddity while the latter, which until just now we were still cognizant of as "now," is modified into the character of "just-having-been."

With this interpretation we come, therefore—as we have already intimated earlier—to the question of the time-consciousness in which the time of the time-consciousness of tonal appearances is constituted.

If I live in the appearing of the sound, the sound stands forth to me and has its duration or alteration. If I attend to the appearing of the sound, then this appearing stands forth and now has its temporal extension, its duration or alteration. In view of this, the appearing of the sound can signify different things. It can, in addition, signify attending to the continuities of shading: now, just-now, and so forth. Now the stream (the absolute flux) must again be objective and have its time. Also, there would again be necessary a consciousness constituting this Objectivity and one constituting this time. In principle, we could again reflect upon this, and so on ad infinitum. Is the infinite regress here to be shown as innocuous?

1. The sound endures, is constituted in a continuity of phases.

2. While or as long as the sound endures, to every point of the duration there belongs a series of shadings from the now on into the blurred past. We have, therefore, a continuous consciousness, of which every point is a stable continuum. This continuum, however, is again a temporal series to which we can attend. Thus the business begins afresh. If we fix any point of this series, it appears that a consciousness of the past must pertain to it, which consciousness refers to the series [Serie] of past series [Reihen], and so on.

Even if reflection is not carried out ad infinitum and if, in general, no reflection is necessary, still that which makes this reflection possible and, in principle (or so it seems, at least) possible ad infinitum must be given. And here lies the problem.

APPENDIX VII

THE CONSTITUTION OF SIMULTANEITY

A, a sound, let us say, is constituted in a temporal point of a determinate phase of its duration by means of a primal impression \( \alpha \), to which it and the modification, together with the primal generation of new impressions (new now-moments), are joined. Let B be a simultaneous immanent unity, a color, let us say, and let us fix our eyes on it in a point "simultaneous" with the tonal point in question. To this in the constitution corresponds the primal impression \( \beta \). Now what do \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) have in common? What does it mean to say that they constitute simultaneity and that the two modifications \( \alpha' \) and \( \beta' \) constitute a having-been-simultaneous?

Various primal impressions, primal phantasies, etc.—in short, various moments of origin (we can also say: primal moments of internal consciousness)—can belong to a single stratum of internal consciousness. All primal moments belonging to a stratum have the same character of consciousness, which is essentially constitutive for the "now" concerned. It is the same for all constituted content; the mutuality of the characters constitutes simultaneity, "like-now-ness" [Gleich-Jetzigkeit]. In virtue of the primordial spontaneity of internal consciousness, every primal moment is a source-point for a continuum of generations, and this continuity is of one and the same form. The mode of generation, the primally
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temporal modification, is the same for all primal moments. This regularity can be described as follows: the continuous generation of internal consciousness has the form of a one-dimensional, orthogonal multiplicity; all primal moments within a stratum undergo the same modifications (they generate the same moments of the past). Therefore, modifications of two primal moments which belong to the same stratum (modifications which have the same interval from the corresponding primal moments) belong to one and the same stratum. Furthermore, modifications which belong to a stratum always generate from themselves only modifications which belong to the same stratum. The generation always proceeds at the same rate.

Within every stratum the different points of the continuous series have a different interval from the primal moment. This interval of any given point is identical with the interval which the same point has from its primal moment in the earlier stratum. The constituting primal field of time-consciousness is a continuous extension which consists of a primal moment and a determinate series of iterated modifications, i.e., iterated with regard not to content but to form. The determinations of these modifications are, as regards form, everywhere the same in all primal fields (in their succession). Every primal moment is precisely a primal moment (now-consciousness), every past is a consciousness of the past, and the degree of pastness is something determinate. To it corresponds a fixed, determinate, formal character in primally constitutive consciousness.

In the succession of strata, moments of like "content," i.e., of like internal states, can occur again and again as primal moments. These primal moments of different strata which have an internal content that is completely similar are individually distinct.

APPENDIX VIII

THE DOUBLE INTENTIONALITY OF THE STREAM OF CONSCIOUSNESS

In the stream of consciousness we have a double intentionality. Either we consider the content of the flux with its flux-form—we consider then the series of primal lived experience, which is a series of intentional lived experiences, consciousness of . . . ; or we direct our regard to intentional unities, to that of which we are intentionally conscious as homogeneous in the streaming of the flux. In this case there is present to us an Objectivity in Objective time, the authentic temporal field as opposed to the temporal field of the stream of lived experience.

The stream of lived experience with its phases and intervals is itself a unity which is identifiable through reminiscence [Rückerkirinnerung] with a line of sight [Blickrichtung] on what is flowing: impressions and retentions, sudden appearance and regular transformation, and disappearance or obscuration. This unity is originary constituted through the fact of the flux itself; that is, its true essence is not only to be, in general, but to be a unity of lived experience and to be given in internal consciousness, in which a shaft of attention [aufmerkender Strahl] can go to the flux (the shaft itself is not attended to; it does not enrich the stream, nor does it alter the stream which is to be taken notice of but "fixes" and makes objec-
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APPENDIX X

THE OBJECTIVATION [Objektivation] OF TIME AND
OF THE MATERIAL IN TIME 1

Parallel problems are the constitution of the one all-space [All-Raumes] which is co-perceived with every particular perception so far as the perceived thing as regards its substance appears lying in it, and the constitution of the one time in which lies the temporality of the thing, in which the duration of the thing is ordered, as well as the duration of the things and material processes which pertain to the environment of the thing. In this same time the ego is also ordered, not only the physical self [Ichlieb] but also its “psychical lived experiences.” The time pertaining to every material thing is its time and yet we have only one time—not only in the sense that things are ordered beside one another in a unique linear extension but also that different things or processes appear as simultaneous. They do not merely have parallel similar times but one time, numerically one. The situation is not the same here as with a manifold of spatial fullness where visual and tactile fullness coincide. Rather, here we have separated, non-coincident materialities which endure and are still in the identical temporal interval.

Material givenness takes place as a process in phenomenological temporality. The total flow of motivating sensations of motion (K) and the “images” (i) motivated by means of

1. To § 43, pp. 117ff.

them are temporally extended. In the transition from K, to K, the images motivated in this way have their discharge i,–i, and stand in temporal coincidence with K. As is the case with every temporal flux that is fulfilled, this one also has its temporal form, and this form can be a changing one. The flow of K and therewith that of i can follow quickly or more slowly, and yet in the most diverse ways, at a like or unlike speed according as the temporal fullness spreads out in the temporal interval, fills this or that partial interval with greater or lesser “thickness” [Dichte]. Further, the running-off of K and therewith the succession of images can be reversed, and again in a changing temporal form. The temporal forms of the consciousness of a givenness conform to this.

In certain respects, all this is irrelevant to the Object which appears and stands forth as given. This is also the case with the greater or lesser extension of the kinesthetic image-discharge or the greater or lesser discharge of possible appearances from the ideal total multiplicity. I say irrelevant so far as indeed at all times the same thing, static and unaltered as to content, let us say, is there, ever spreading out its material fullness of content in the same temporal form and in uniform thickness throughout. And yet the temporality of the flux has something to say for the Objectivation. It appears, indeed, that something temporal, temporality itself, belongs essentially to the appearing object and, in our case, temporality in the form of the duration of the unaltered, static thing. But one may now say that the Objectivation of time must still have its “exhibitive” content in the phenomenon, and wherein otherwise than in its phenomenological temporality? More precisely, the appearance in the narrower sense of the term, that failing under the actual motivating circumstances, will naturally come into question, and as in this appearance, the image exhibits the Objectively local through its localness [Ortlichkeit], through its quasi-shape and quasi-size, its Ob-
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jective shape and size, and, further, through its quasi-coloration, the Objective coloration, so through its temporality it exhibits Objective temporality. The image is the image in the flux of the continuity of images. To every image-phase in this flux corresponds the appearing Objective temporal phase of the thing; more precisely, the side of the Object which exhibits itself in this image. The pre-empirical temporal position of the image is the exhibition of the Objective position; the pre-empirical temporal extension in the running-off of the continuity of images is the exhibition of the Objective temporal extensity of the thing, therefore, its duration. All this is self-evident.

Observed more closely, this “exhibition” of Objective time is, to be sure, one essentially other than that of the thing existing in Objective time, enduring in it as identical in time, and filling time in the mode of duration. If, for the sake of simplicity, we assume a continuity of like images (therefore, of like richness) within the limited sphere of “clearest seeing,” then an intentional bundle of rays goes through the images flowing off in quasi-time so that by this means the images are posited in unequivocal correspondence. Points lying on the same intentional ray exhibit through their contents one and the same Object-point. Here, therefore, a unity-positing consciousness goes through the pre-empirical temporal continuity. A flux of content, strung along the intentional ray, exhibits phase for phase the same material point [Ding-punkt]. Every image-point also has its pre-empirical temporal position. However, a consciousness of unity does not again go through the successive temporal positions, Objectifying them to identical unity. The point-series of images spreading out in this continuity of temporal positions exhibits the same thing-point [Ding-Punkt]; however, the series of temporal positions does not exhibit an identical temporal point of the same thing-point but again a temporal series. And the individual image-point has the same temporal position as all other co-existing image-points. The entire image has a temporal position, and every different image a different position. Every different temporal position in the pre-empirical flux of images exhibits a different Objective temporal position. Otherwise, indeed, a thing which as such has its duration, a filled, Objective temporal series, would not appear.

The consciousness of unity, spreading out in the pre-empirical flow of time, posits unity in the temporal flow of the exhibitive images, in that it turns every image into precisely an exhibitive one, posits givenness in it and with every new image, givenness “of the same.” What is given in every phase, however, is given and posited as a now with such and such a content. In the transition to the next phase it is held fast in its now. Thus the new phase (and every new phase) is given with its now held fast; therefore, in the continuous transition, the phases are so posited in unity that every phase in the Objectivation keeps its now, and the series of now-points (as Objective temporal points) is filled with a continuously uniform and identical content. When phase $a$ is actual, it has the character of the actual now. But in the temporal flux, phase joins to phase, and as soon as we have the new actual phase those which have just “now” been have altered their character as actual. In this flux of alterations, temporal Objectivation takes place so far as, in the flux of phenomenological alteration which $a$ undergoes in sinking back, a continuous positing of the identical $a$ with the determinate temporal point results. In Objectifying consciousness, the flux of images running off appears as a flux of alterations of sensible contents. If every image with its now were so Objectified as it is in itself, the unity of this multiplicity would be the unity “lying in it,” and to be inferred from it.

In the Objectivation of a thing, however, the image-content, in the sense of the kinesthetic unity of motivation, is thus and thus apprehended. It is not, therefore, simply accepted as it is but as exhibition, as the bearer of an intentional
bundle characterized as thus and thus and always being fulfilled in the mode of pure coincidence. This intentionality pervades the image-content, while every now-moment which belongs to the actual image undergoes the same temporal point-Objectivation which it would even without the Objectivation of the thing. An Objective temporal series, therefore, is everywhere constituted in the same way. However, the series of appearances in whose flux Objective temporality is constituted is, with respect to its matter, different according as it is material or non-material temporality which is constituted, e.g., according as Objective time is constituted in the duration of alteration of an immanent sound or of a thing. Both series of appearance have something in common, a common form which makes up the character of the Objectivation of time as such. However, the appearances are at one time appearances of the immanent, at another of the material. Thus comes to be the identity of the sound in the flux of tonal phases, each of which has its temporal individualization and a unity in the continuity of phases, comprising an identity of sound which exists in all phases and consequently endures. Thus the identity of the thing in the flux of appearances is identity of the thing appearing in all appearances in the mode of self-and-now-givenness, the thing which appears in an ever fresh now and consequently endures.

At the same time, it must be stressed that in transcendent perception the phases of the earlier appearance do not merely remain retentionally preserved, as occurs with every sequence of appearances or at least occurs within certain limits. The actual perceptual appearance at any given time does not conclude with what it brings to actual givenness, the reality posited by the perception as now. It is not true that the preceding appearances are merely preserved as appearances of what have been. The (primary) consciousness of memory of earlier phases is memorial consciousness, to be sure, but with regard to the earlier perception. What was perceived earlier not only is present now as the earlier perceived but is taken over into the now and is posited as still in being now. Not only is what is just really perceived posited as now but also what has been given previously. During the flux of real perception not only is what is really seen posited as enduring in the flux of its appearances but also what has been seen. And the same is true with regard to the future. Posited as now in the expectation of additional phases of real perception is also the about-to-be-perceived. The about-to-be-perceived is now; it endures and fills the same time. Precisely the same thing holds for everything unseen but capable of being seen, i.e., everything which could be perceived with the possible flowing-off of K as belonging to it.

There is accomplished here only an extension of the Objectivation of time which we have discussed under the limitation of what is continually seen and what in the course of the seeing again and again exhibits itself differently. Everything seen can also be unseen but still remains capable of being seen. In conformity with its essence, every flux of perception admits of an extension which finally transforms the perceived into a not-perceived. However, just as the positing of time, since it identifies the visual thing which appears there "complete" in the succession of its complete appearances, co-objectifies every temporal position of the phases of the appearance and gives it the significance of an Objective temporal position, with the result that an Objective enduring thing is displayed in the series of appearances, so also takes place and in a similar way the positing of time with regard to the totality of appearances. These appearances bring about the exhibition of one and the same Objectivity in a way which is always incomplete.
At the same time, what is formed is obviously not the process of formation (otherwise, the comparison in terms of forming would be wrongly employed). I can also attend to the continuously advancing consciousness and to the unity of the advancing process (just as in the perception of a melody I can attend to the continuous consciousness, the continuous running-off of the “phenomena,” but not to the notes themselves). But the end of this process is not the completed phenomenon in which precisely $2 \times 2 = 4$ is meant. In just the same way, the process of consciousness constituting the appearance of a hand motion is not the appearance itself in which the hand motion appears. In our case what corresponds to the appearance is the intending that it is true that $2 \times 2 = 4$, the explicit “predication” in which, so to speak, the “it is so” appears. In the unity of the appearances of the hand motion belong not the phases of the processes of consciousness but the phases of appearance being constituted in them. The components of the predication, the subject term, the predicate term, etc., are also constituted in the process of the consciousness of judgment (as the flux of the same). And, after it has been constituted, the subject term of the judgment, as of the unitary intending of the judgment, likewise belongs to the intending of the judgment, although the consciousness of this term is continuously further modified (exactly as the present appearance of the initial phase of a motion, always in the mode of sinking back, belongs to the appearance of the motion; the forms of consciousness, however, in which the initial phase is constituted as the stable phase of the motion, do not so belong).

We must say, therefore, that there are two things to be distinguished:

1. the flux of consciousness and
2. what is self-constituting in it,

and from the second side, on the other hand:

(a) the judgment as the self-constituting “appearance” of

---
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the intending of $2 \times 2 = 4$, which is a process of becoming, and
(b) that which becomes there, the judgment which stands at the end as the formed, the become: the complete predication.

The judgment is here, therefore, an immanent process of unity in immanent time, a process (not a flux of consciousness but a process which is constituted in the flux of consciousness) which begins and ends and with the end is also over, just as a movement is over in the moment in which it has taken place. Of course, while with the appearance of a sensible perceived becoming it is always conceivable that the becoming may pass over into enduring being or that motion in any given phase may pass over into rest, here rest is, in general, inconceivable.

With the above, however, we have not yet exhausted all distinctions. With every act of spontaneity something new emerges. This act functions, so to speak, in every moment of its flux as a primal sensation which undergoes its shading-off according to the fundamental law of consciousness. The spontaneity which sets about its work in steps in the flux of consciousness constitutes a temporal Object, namely, an Object of becoming, a process, essentially only a process, and not an enduring Object. And this process sinks back into the past. In view of this, one must consider the following: if I begin with a this-positing [Diesesetzung], then the spontaneous laying hold of and comprehending is a moment which stands forth in immanent time as a moment only to sink away forthwith. To this, however, is joined a retaining [Festhaltung] for the formation of the total unity of the process of judgment in immanent time. The primal positing of the this (the "snapping-in" [Einschuppen] as Lipps says) passes continually over into the retentive this-consciousness. This retaining is not the preserving of the primal positing, which, to be sure, undergoes its immanent temporal modification, but a form involved with this consciousness. Therewith there is something noteworthy, namely, that in this stable phenomenon is constituted not merely the sinking away of the beginning phase; rather, the continuous self-preserving, self-perpetuating this-consciousness constitutes the this as an enduring posited thing. This implies that beginning and continuing [Einsetzen und Fortsetzen] make up a continuity of spontaneity which is essentially grounded in a process of sinking away temporally, which causes the beginning phase and the preserving phase which follow it in the temporal running-off to sink down, and by this also causes to sink down what it brings with itself as supporting ideas (intuitions, empty representations) and modifications of ideas. The act begins, goes on, but in a changed mode as act (as spontaneity), and then a new act, let us say, that of the predicate-positing [Pradikat-setzung] begins, continuing this total spontaneous running-off. The result, if the formation does not proceed further, is not the new (in its way) primal-welling spontaneity of the predicate-positing; rather, this positing proceeds from a ground. In the same immanent temporal phase in which the positing occurs, and, indeed, in the form of a retentive spontaneity, in the modified form which it has in contrast to the primal-welling subject-positing, the positing of the subject is really accomplished. On this positing of the subject is built the originary predicate-positing. With this, the subject-positing forms a unity, the unity of the entire judgment as an existing phase of the temporal process, as a temporal moment in which the judgment is actually "completed." This moment sinks away, but I do not immediately cease to judge, i.e., an interval in which the judging is retained is continuously joined, here as otherwise, to the last perfecting moment of accomplishment. By this, the judgment as temporally formed in such and such a way gains a further extension. If the occasion should arise, I again join thereon new, higher formations of judgment, build on them, and so forth.

Consequently, the judgment as an immanent Object in
internal time-consciousness is a unity of a process, a continuous unity of a stable positing (naturally, the positing of a judgment) in which two or more moments of accomplishment, moments of primal positing, appear. This process runs out in an interval without such moments, an interval which in a “neutral” [zuständlicher] way is consciousness of this process, belief in that which in a “primordial” way through the moments of accomplishment has attained consciousness. Judgment (predication) is possible only in such a process. This implies, of course, that retention is necessary for the possibility of judgment.

The mode in which a spontaneous unity, e.g., a predicative judgment, is constituted as an immanent temporal Object is sharply distinguished from the mode of the constitution of a sensible process, a continuous succession. The distinction rests on this, that in the latter case the “primordial” element that is the primal source-point of the ever newly filled temporal moment is either a simple primate phase of sensation (its correlate is the primary content in the now) or a similar one formed through an apprehension as a phase of primal appearance. The primordial element in the case of judgment, however, is the spontaneity of positing, which is based on some material or other of affection. The structure, therefore, is, in this respect, already more complex.

Furthermore, a double primordiality appears here. The “primordial” constitutive element for the judgment as a temporal form is the continuity of the “positing,” which in this respect is always primordially giving. The continuous moments of judgment of the temporal points, as of the temporal form, are constituted then in time-consciousness with its retentions. But we must distinguish the moments of authentic effective positing of productive spontaneity as opposed to the continuous moments of retentive spontaneity which preserve what is produced. This is a difference in the constituted temporal form in which the source-points are distinguished, and naturally also a difference in the constitutive time-consciousness in which the original phases fell into two modes: the creative and the neutral.

If, accordingly, we may consider the idea of the judgment as of the temporal form in distinction from the absolute, temporally constitutive consciousness as clarified (and precisely therewith the corresponding differences with regard to other spontaneous acts), then we can now say that this judgment is an act of meaning, an analogue of the immanent-Objective appearance in which, for example, an external spatio-temporal being appears. What is meant appears, as it were, in the meaning, in the meaning (of the temporal form) “2 × 2 = 4,” precisely the propositional state of affairs, syntactically formed in such and such a way. This state of affairs, however, is no thing, no Objective-temporal being, neither an immanent nor a transcendent one; what is meant in the state of affairs is enduring, but the state of affairs itself is not enduring. Its meaning as meant [Meinung] begins; however, it does not itself begin any more than it stops. In conformity with its essence, it can be known or given in various ways. It can be articulated, and then in a determinately constructed spontaneity can be known. This spontaneity as an immanent temporal form can proceed more or less “rapidly.” We can, however, also be conscious of the spontaneity in a neutral way, and so on.

Spontaneous temporal forms, like all immanent Objects, have their counter-images in reproductive modifications of themselves. The phantasy of judgment is, like every phantasy, itself a temporal form. The primordial moments of its constitution are the “primordial” phantasies, in contrast to the retentional modifications, which are joined immediately to them according to the basic law of consciousness. Since phantasy is constituted as an immanent Object, the immanent quasi-Object, the unity of what is immanently phantasied, in the immanent quasi-time of phantasy, is also constituted by
means of its proper phantasy-intentionality, which has the character of a neutralized presentification. And where the phantasy is a presentifying modification of an “appearance,” there is also constituted the unity of a transcendently phantasied thing, let us say, the unity of a phantasied spatio-temporal Object or the unity of a phantasied state of affairs, one that is quasi-given in a quasi-judgment of perception or quasi-thought in a phantasy-judging of another kind.